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EDITOR’S

COMMENT

Confidence in African manufacturing growing,
but is South Africa missing opportunities?

I

t is with mixed emotions that I report in this
issue on two developments, one very positive for
the south of Africa and the other equally positive
for the north of Africa, in this issue. Let us look
at the one that is relevant to all of us in South
Africa first. In some ways they are linked because
the companies involved thrive around precision
German engineering and manufacturing.
The announcement that Mercedes-Benz Cars
is to invest an additional R3 billion in the East
London plant is great news for all of those that
are involved with the plant. The announcement
was made at the same event to celebrate the
launch of production of the next generation
C-Class. Since the previous investment announcement in 2018, R10 billion
has been utilised for a wide modernisation of the East London plant. The
plant upgrades include a new body shop, which has been designed for higher
capacities and features more than 500 Internet of Things Industry 4.0-enabled
robots. The investment and upgrades were made to the East London plant to
increase volume outputs, optimise the assembly line and achieve commercial
synergies.
About 650 000 units of the previous generation Mercedes-Benz C-Class
were produced in East London during the seven-year lifecycle of this model,
with the bulk of these cars exported to various global markets. That is
92 000 vehicles on average a year. So if you add the 40 000 vehicles that
were being manufactured in the US and could be manufactured in East London
(see https://metalworkingnews.info/could-mercedes-c-class-us-productionbe-heading-to-south-africa/), that is a 43% increase in production and one
that could be very welcome.
However, it must be pointed out that there are some constraints to growth
in East London, of which the principal one is infrastructure. Mercedes-Benz
South Africa are involved in discussions about major upgrades and extensions
to the harbour in East London but the other participant and the one in charge
is Transnet. Need I say more.
The other announcement is about DMG MORI’s plan to build a new ‘Smart
Factory’ production plant in Egypt. The highly automated and fully digitised
production plant is destined to manufacture CNC turning and milling machines
that presumably will be exported all over the world. The numbers they are
talking about – 1 000 machines a year – surely could not be for Egypt’s
consumption or even Africa’s consumption, from one supplier of CNC machine
tools.
The automotive industry - where many CNC machines are used - sells
approximately 200 000 vehicles annually in Egypt and is now the secondlargest market in Africa (for reference one would think Nigeria is bigger but
their number last year, yes year, was only 7 500 vehicles) and the 42nd largest
in the world, with an annual production output of about 70 000 vehicles. It is
reported that there are 12 automotive producers with assembly lines in Egypt
and locally manufactured components only accounted for 17% of the final
product. Egypt only ranks about 50th in world machine tool consumption so
this is hardly enough to sustain a machine tool manufacturer.
But my question is this. Why could that new ‘Smart Factory’ production
plant not be built in South Africa? There are many reasons that one could think
of that would give Egypt an advantage over South Africa and there are many
that you could assume but that would be speculating. Or is it that South Africa
is no longer a preferred choice for Africa? The real
reasons would be interesting to find out.
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VIEW

POINT

Growing AM industry shows

its true mettle in COVID-19 pandemic
When supply chains were severely disrupted in the early days of the pandemic, AM providers
stepped in, demonstrating the responsiveness and value of the technology.

Production-volume metal AM parts being produced for the Rolls-Royce Ghost

O

ver the past decade, additive manufacturing (AM),
also known as 3D printing, has continued to grow and
solidify its place within private industry, academia, and
government. The AM industry experienced strong doubledigit growth from 2010 through 2019. Average growth was
27.4 per cent per year over this period, based on extensive
research conducted for the Wohlers Report. Adoption of AM
for series production and tooling applications has contributed
to this growth. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, 2020 was
a challenging year for many in product development and
manufacturing. Even so, Wohlers Associates estimates AM
industry growth worldwide was in the range of 7 to 9 per cent
for the year. Industry growth is expected to rebound to preCOVID levels by 2022.
Near the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic in early
2020, global supply chains collapsed, but AM provided a
rapid response capability. For example, organisations used 3D
printing to help produce face shields and masks, nasal swabs,
and replacement parts for ventilators. This brought attention
to the technology in ways the AM industry had not previously
seen. This quick and agile response improved conditions for
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healthcare providers and may have saved lives.
The disruption caused by the pandemic has adversely
impacted many AM service providers and producers of
machines, materials, and software. The industry is expected
to rebound as vaccines allow for safer travel and improved
support for product development and manufacturing. Pent-up
demand for AM products and services could help
vulnerable companies remain in business.
From concept to production
Even in a pandemic, companies continued to use
industrial 3D printers for rigorous prototyping and
manufacturing. Using the same process and material for
both activities can have a profound impact on the way
products are developed and brought to market. Over the
past 25+ years, 3D printing has developed into an attractive
process for iterative design. It has replaced expensive and
time-consuming methods of making prototypes at many
companies. However, AM often involves the use of machines
and materials that are different than those used for series
production. Using the same machines and materials for both



GE Renewable Energy, Cobod and
LafargeHolcim have partnered to build
this prototype wind turbine tower via AM.
Because it can be manufactured onsite,
the tower can be taller than wind turbines
manufactured using conventional methods
and transported to the site

product development and manufacturing creates benefits and
a new way of thinking.
Design for additive manufacturing (DfAM) involves a range
of techniques used to maximise the value of AM for production
applications. It can make the difference when building a
business case around the use of AM technology. Companies
most successful with AM for production understand the value
of DfAM. They recognise the need to design a product by
consolidating parts and reducing material and weight using
topology optimisation and lattice structures. Reducing the use
of support material with DfAM can reduce the time and cost of
building and post-processing AM parts. However, DfAM is not
well understood at most companies.
Surveys in connection with the Wohlers Report, an AM
industry study published for 26 years, show that pre- and
post-processing of AM parts can represent more than 40 per
cent of their total cost. By applying DfAM and methods of postprocess automation, these costs can decline significantly.
The cost of industrial machines for AM continues to be
a challenge for even the largest corporations. Prices for AM
machines that produce metal parts range from about
$100 000 to $5 million, with an average selling price of
$467 635, according to our research for Wohlers Report
2020. This is slowing widespread adoption. One solution is
to significantly increase the speed of the machines.
Material prices are also a factor when considering AM for
relatively high-volume production. Material for AM can cost
10 to 100 times more than a similar material for conventional
manufacturing. As more companies scale AM into production,
overall production volume will increase, and pricing is likely to
decline. However, this may take years. For many applications,
material costs do not deter from using AM for prototyping and
low-volume production runs.
New materials for 3D printing are continually being

commercialised, but the number of them still pale in
comparison to those available for conventional manufacturing.
For each AM system, only a handful of materials are typically
available. This can make it more challenging to adopt AM for
specific production applications.
3D printing is not a push-button process. For AM to
grow in the aerospace, automotive, medical, and other
sectors, process repeatability is critical across machines and
operators. For broad adoption to occur, this quality challenge
must be overcome so that organisations can produce the
same part on machines around the world.
Over the past 12 months, the world has been challenged
by COVID-19. Countless organisations with AM capacity have
helped fill supply chain gaps, which likely resulted in saving
lives. The pandemic slowed business at companies that
develop, support, and use AM products and services and it
has resulted in some closures. Even so, others have done well,
while helping to advance the development and acceptance
of AM, especially for production. With so many product
development programmes put on hold, pent-up demand for
AM may help make up for losses.

This article, by Noah Mostow and Terry Wohlers of Wohlers Associates, includes extracts from a longer article in
Manufacturing News and includes highlights from the Wohlers Report 2021, produced annually by Wohlers Associates.
For information, visit wohlersassociates.com
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TaeguTec’s new Sfeed-Tec family

propels machining into next generation

T

aeguTec is introducing an exciting advanced line of
performance-driven cutting tools specifically formulated
for the Industry 4.0 revolution that not only guarantees
incredible machining productivity by attaining quicker speeds
and higher feed rates, but achieves longer tool life and
consistency.
Sfeed-Tec’s tools are a premium high-speed and feed
machining line that assures new winning results. In this
new era of Industry 4.0, where time is of the essence, fast,
accurate machining gives customers the competitive edge.
The powerful, new Sfeed-Tec advanced technology - which
stands for sharp, fast, easy, exact and durable - has been
applied to every family of tools within the TaeguTec umbrella,
while at the same time TaeguTec has refreshed and upgraded
its existing lines to exceed today’s challenges.
The global metalworking giant
continuously works in close cooperation
with its customers to push the boundaries
of product design and innovation in order
to develop highly effective and ingenious
tool solutions that surpass today’s
machining needs and propel customers’
manufacturing processes into the next level
of production like never before.
Of the manufacturers already benefiting
from the enriched Sfeed-Tec family of
cutting tools, the result has not only
matched customers’ anticipation but has
exceeded expectations by advancing their
production output into unmatched exciting
areas.
Furthermore, the new line of
technologically advanced Sfeed-Tec tools,
with its new cutting geometries and
clamping mechanisms for stable, vibration
free machining with higher repeatability,
easily machines all alloys used in every
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industry. However, the true merit of this new line is its superb
handling of difficult to cut materials quickly and efficiently.
The optimised new tools have creative cutting geometries
and clamping mechanisms that firmly clench the tools
in place. Simply put, the result is stable, vibration free,
rapid machining with an unmatched industrywide overall
performance. Sfeed-Tec’s powerful indexable inserts are
equipped with sophisticated chip formers and leading-edge
geometries that predicts and facilitates soft cuts at high-feed
rates with ease.
Of the innovative and inspired product ranges that include
strong holders, resilient inserts and sturdy cutters, five
outstanding brands have been chosen as TaeguTec’s golden
performers for their speed and feed advance qualities that
maximise equipment utilisation and optimise performance.
Turning
Turn-Sfeed takes the turn for higher
speed and feed turning. This Sfeed-Tec
golden performer for multi-directional
turning, features a trigonal insert with six
cutting edges for high-speed and feed. The
unique pocket structure and insert clamping
mechanism withstands multidirectional
forces to ensure continuous and consistent
high-feed turning. Coolant is efficiently
blasted to the cutting edge from the top as
well as the bottom of the tool.
Parting and grooving
For parting and grooving, TaeguTec’s
Cut-Sfeed original design goes beyond
the metalworking world’s imagination
and expectations for single-ended inserts
that perform parting and deep grooving
applications. The new line resolves the
challenges where others have failed by



Turn-Sfeed takes the turn for
higher speed and feed turning

Cut-Sfeed’s unique
clamping system enables
machining at high-speeds
and feeds for greater
productivity

rectifying the issue of vibration,
unstable tool life and frequent
breakage stemming from bad chip
evacuation.
The innovative Cut-Sfeed line,
and its new robust insert, is shaped
to provide high stability. The unique
clamping system enables machining
at high-speeds and feeds for greater
productivity. The tools are designed
with pinpoint coolant accuracy for
better edge life and efficient chip
evacuation.

Drill-Sfeed has unique selfcentring head geometry

Cut-Sfeed’s are designed
with pinpoint coolant
accuracy for better edge
life and efficient
chip evacuation

Drill-Sfeed with its
innovative head
changeable solid carbide
heads, features three
effective cutting edges

for small diameter tools down to
a 6mm diameter. The V-shaped
pocket possesses a durable
structure that allows for highly
stable insert positioning, which is
vitally important in small diameter
cutters.
Also, Mill-Sfeed enables for the
mounting of an increased number
of inserts so that they could be
used for various applications due
to high ramp down and plunging
capabilities. Additional inserts for
Tang-Sfeed is a new revolutionary line for high-speed
and feed milling
high-feed rates can be mounted
Drilling
on the same tool, which allows for
Sfeed-Tec’s Drill-Sfeed, with its innovative head changeable
0.7mm feed per tooth in shallow depths of cut. Overall Millsolid carbide heads, features three effective cutting edges
Sfeed combines high-speeds and feeds for higher productivity.
and is the right solution to increase production by an industry
Last but not least is the Tang-Sfeed brand, a new
leading 50 per cent. The unique self-centring head geometry
revolutionary line for high-speed and feed milling. Moving
creates high balancing forces at the workpiece penetration
tangentially with its new rigid inserts for 90 degrees shoulder
point and promises reliable performance in high cutting
milling, Tang-Sfeed’s thick robust inserts are mounted on a
conditions. This drilling line offers accurate hole sizes and
strong tool body with a large core and can absorb very high
premium surface finishing on steel and cast iron materials.
cutting forces. The tool design produces exact 90-degrees
The intelligent design of the Drill-Sfeed’s head runout
shoulder operations, which avoids mismatch when machining
remains accurate in its position after replacement, assuring
next to walls. The insert design provides an exclusive option
no setup time because of the fast head replacement operation
for ramp down. On the whole, Tang-Sfeed enables machining
and minimum machining downtime. Moreover, the line’s
under tough conditions with unsurpassed consistency for
advanced blue coating technology combined with its three
extraordinary speeds and feeds.
effective cutting edges, as well as the highly efficient internal
Being at the forefront of innovation, technology, design
coolant system that enables
and creativity, TaeguTec’s
for excellent chip evacuation,
technologically advanced, unique
empowers this Sfeed-Tec flagship to
and premium speed and feed
drill at high-speeds and feed rates.
inspired tools help to accentuate
the fourth industrial revolution into
Milling
one that increases productivity
Milling solutions have been
while reducing cost – two factors
answered with two offerings - Millthat increase profitability and
Sfeed and Tang-Sfeed.
directly responds to the diverse
Mill-Sfeed is an indexable line
needs of the metalworking world.
for 90-degree shoulder milling
For more information
that is now smaller than ever. The
contact TaeguTec SA on
unique, advanced V-shaped insert
TEL: 011 362 1500 or visit
Mill-Sfeed is an indexable line for 90-degree
has a strong and durable structure,
www.taegutec.com
shoulder milling
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Blackstone Tek invests in new

Hyundai Wiatwin spindle dual turret
LM 1800TTSY multi-axis turning center to
process new order from an Italian OEM

Some of the OEM bikes that now have Blackstone Tek rims fitted include Aprilia, Benelli, Bimota, BMW, Ducati,
Harley-Davidson, Honda, Kawasaki, KTM, MV Agusta, Suzuki, Triumph and Yamaha

I

n today’s world of motorsport, it is not the one second
advantage that you are looking for but the fractions of
seconds so as to get pole position or generating the speed
needed during the race to perhaps pass another driver where
it was once thought impossible. Any help that will allow you to
accelerate, brake and turn better is going to put you in front
of your opposition and ultimately earn the OEM manufacturer,

Blackstone Tek have recently invested in a new Hyundai Wia twin
spindle dual turret LM 1800TTSY multi-axis turning center, supplied
by Spectrum Machine Tools
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the team and the driver more recognition and of course
more money. With so much technology around these days it
is literally fractions of seconds that are going to give you an
advantage.
Gary Turner, the founder of Blackstone Tek, knew this from
an early age when he was racing in Europe with Ducati. His
bike lacked the horsepower of others but a fellow rider on

Blackstone Tek machines all of its hubs from billet aluminium



A new contract - processing aluminium billet into hubs for a
European OEM

More hubs that have been machined at Blackstone Tek

a similar bike used carbon fiber wheels and he was at least
to get it all to work. One good thing is that composites as an
a second per lap faster. That was the key for Gary to return
engineering material offer you far more flexibility on what you
to South Africa and through his knowledge of carbon fiber,
want to do than any of the metals. It’s very difficult to forge or
his experience of racing on motorcycles and his competitive
cast a piece of metal in your garage. But up to a certain point
nature to be the best he has become one of the leading
you can do a lot of experiments with laminates or composites
designers and manufacturers of carbon fiber wheels for
in your home workshop, and that’s basically what I did to
motorcycles. Add rims for motor cars to the résumé as some
come up with the silicone idea.”
of Italy’s leading luxury vehicle manufacturers now have
Gary developed a technique whereby the wheels were
wheels and hubs fitted
assembled from pre-cut
that were manufactured in
carbon sheets, moulded in
Blackstone Tek’s 5 000m²
two halves using special
facility in Northlands
silicone inserts to keep the
Business Park, North
spokes hollow and then
Riding, Gauteng.
baked in big “oven bags”
Some of the OEM bikes
for four to five hours at 125
that now have Blackstone
degrees C. The oven is also
Tek rims fitted include
pressurised to 6 bar.
Aprilia, Benelli, Bimota,
The sheets of carbon
BMW, Ducati, Harleyfiber are imported from
Davidson, Honda, Kawasaki,
the UK. To maintain the
KTM, MV Agusta, Suzuki,
integrity of the materials
Triumph and Yamaha. Iconic
the sheets are packed in
motorcycle brands and ones
dry ice for the trip. BST
that produce ultra-exclusive
keep the sheets of carbon
motorcycles such as Norton,
fiber in a huge cold room
Motus, Vuhl, Confederate
at a constant -20 degrees
Finshed rims: Virtually 100% of Blackstone Tek’s product is exported, with
Motor Company and Arch
C. In order to keep the
most of them sold by aftermarket specialists in Europe, North America,
Japan and Australia as well as now being specified by globally well-known particular resins happy the
Motorcycles – names
original equipment manufacturer motorcycle brands
that make motorcycling
sheets are warmed to 0
enthusiasts drool – are now
degrees C daily. Each wheel
sold with BST carbon fiber wheels as the specified original
is made from around 130 to 180 carbon components, laser
wheels.
cut for each application. The hubs are machined in-house
Blackstone Tek’s history began in 2000 when Turner
from billet aluminium. The latest wheels are 100% carbon
returned to South Africa and discovered that crucial
and can shave between 40 to 60% off the weight of a normal
technology that Aerotek, the aeronautical division of CSIR,
mag wheel. This equates to the equivalent of a 5hp gain on
South Africa’s government-run technological R&D operation,
your typical super bike. The handling improvement is huge!
had developed for carbon wheels was still available and that
Turn in is improved and braking significantly better. All this
he was free to adopt it in developing his prototype BST wheels.
without compromising the bike in any way, as with engine
In 2001 he met business partner Terry Annecke who
modifications. Bikes with less power benefit even more
was looking for something new in her life. Terry had worked
because they have to get their wheels turning and the weight
internationally in executive positions for two of the world’s
of the rims is a major factor as the engine tries to get them
most influential companies – IBM and Microsoft.
rolling. The same applies to braking. Cyclists understand the
“That has formed the basis of what Blackstone Tek (BST)
benefits of light wheels because they are the engine!
is today,” said Turner.
“I wanted to make a monocoque design, but hadn’t
Machining
yet worked out the technique of doing the hollow spokes.
“CNC machining plays a big part in the manufacturing
Eventually I came up with the silicone idea, and then we had
process. Besides rough and final machining on the rims of the
METALWORKING NEWS V 20.3 July 2021
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Blackstone Tek manufactures carbon fiber single-sided swingarms, including designing and
making the complicated tool to wrap the carbon sheeting around it

carbon wheels and the manufacturing of all our own moulds,
as I have mentioned before, we also manufacture a number
of components that go into the final production of the wheels.
This includes the hubs, fasteners, internal bearings, spacers,
sleeves, seals, components for air valves, sprockets and
sprocket carriers,” explained Turner.
“Most of these components are either made in aluminium
or stainless steel and the majority are machined from billet
which arrives cut to size.”
“We also design and manufacture all our own jigs and
fixtures either used on the CNC machines, in the layup and
prototyping rooms, in the ovens and autoclave and in the
other areas of manufacture. We like to be self-sufficient.”

“The twin spindle and twin turret multitasking CNC
Turning center and an additional Y-axis, supplied by Spectrum
Machine Tools, is capable of machining complex components
and besides carrying out turning operations can also perform
milling and grinding operations.”
“The components – aluminium hubs – that we will
machine on this machine are not big in length or weight
so have plenty of capacity for future development. It is the
flexibility of the machine that we like.”

Zimmerman 5-axis
“Also new on the floor is a Zimmerman 5-axis machine
that we have imported from Europe. It is not new but in
perfect working order. We
New Hyundai Wia
don’t sit still here at BST.
twin spindle dual turret
We are always looking
LM 1800TTSY multiat new projects and this
axis turning center
is one of the reasons I
“Our manufacturing
am travelling to the US
area is also closely
shortly.”
monitored and the
“We are looking at
one area where
producing bigger moulds
we manufacture
for the automotive
components on a Victor
OEM market and then
CNC milling machine
manufacturing product in
and our new Hyundai
carbon fiber. There are
Wia twin spindle dual
plenty of opportunities
turret LM 1800TTSY
that we can see.”
multi-axis turning center
BST are recognised
is also atmospherically
as world leaders in
controlled in a clean
motorcycle carbon fiber
room.”
applications. Apart from
“This engineering
The Zimmermann 5-axis machine has been purchased to manufacture bigger moulds Ducati, for whom they
division is able
build wheels and swing
for the automotive OEM market
to do prototyping,
arms, KTM RC8 fuel
simulation, validation / verification, documentation and
tanks and all the Confederate Wraith suspension components
design using SolidWorks. We use Anysys software for the FEA.
are built by them too. They are building supercar wheels
On the inspection side we have a fully CNC operated CMM
too, for cars like the Ariel Atom. The German authorities
machine that is also housed in a temperature-controlled
have approved BST for road use too. This is testimony to the
room. We carry out batch inspection on at least 10% of the
strength and durability built into this incredible product.
components and another 10% of the final product.”
The fact that virtually 100% of Blackstone Tek’s product
“We have specifically purchased a new Hyundai Wia twin
is exported, with most of them sold by aftermarket specialists
spindle dual turret LM 1800TT multi-axis turning center to
in Europe, North America, Japan, Australia as well as now
process aluminium billet into hubs for a European OEM. It
being specified by globally well-known original equipment
is a new order and we are going to have to work 24/7 for
manufacturer motorcycle brands, is a credit to the company
this order. Whereas before the operations had to be done
and once again an indication that a South African company
on two machines, on the Hyundai Wia it will be done from
can compete in a highly competitive market.
start to finish including transferring the component over and
For further details contact Blackstone Tek
machining the other side of the component.”
on TEL: 011 704 0026 or visit www.blackstonetek.com
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Jachris have recently invested in two Leadwell T7A horizontal turning centers and one Leadwell T7AM turning center with driven tools, all
supplied by WD Hearn Machine Tools. All three machines are equipped with Renishaw tool probes for tool setting and broken tool detection,
have Siemens 828DB CNC controls, an A2-6/65mm/10” chuck spindle configuration and BA65 1500 bar feeders

Jachris upgrades machine shop
with the introduction of three
Leadwell CNC lathes

Specialist industrial hose and couplings manufacturer Jachris has recently invested in three
Leadwell CNC lathes that will be replacing 10 existing machines in the machine shop.

“

W

e manufacture and import product for fluid and
material transfer, fluid power and fire suppression
across a wide spectrum of industries. Most
of the time our products will be required to operate in
harsh conditions and in many cases they will be important
components in safety critical areas,” said Warwick Bouwer CEO
of Jachris and the grandson of the founder of the company.
“When my grandfather Jacobus established the company

in 1976 he was supplying coolant hose for furnaces, whether
they were operating in general industry or on the mines. This is
an area of manufacturing where you do not want to experience
failures because the consequences are not worth thinking
about. Equally you don’t want contamination occurring in the
case of the food or petrochemical industries, for example,”
explained Bouwer.
“Our business has been built on design, quality of


Jachris manufacture their own custom-built hose and fit the
end fitting

Industrial hose such as hand-built rubber hose (Elephant Trunk)
is all manufactured in-house
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production and service. Intense quality
manufacturing firms require use of a
assurance at every stage of production
calendering machine. The calendering
by means of visual inspection
machine imparts a smooth touch to the
and a complete range of in-house
fabric by improving the fabric’s opacity
testing facilities ensures that critical
and compressing it to make it lighter. It
standards in safety and quality are
also reduces yarn slippage and can be
met. Key partnerships, both local and
used to impregnate rubber raw material
international, coupled with extensive
with fabric. Most of the fabric and
experience in the field of fluid transfer
rubber we use to make our industrial
has enabled us to draw upon the
flexible hoses go through this process
highest level of technical expertise and
before progressing to the baking/curing
propose practical solutions to difficult
oven.”
and demanding applications.”
“All the fittings and components
“To keep abreast of our demanding
used in this division are machined
high standards we knew we would
locally.”
have to address the situation in our
machine shop as the machines in this
Container hose workshops
department were getting a bit ‘tired’.
“Although not our idea we believe
Hundreds of different fittings, couplings,
that we have perfected these onsite
adaptors, swivels, flanges and various
workshops. A major portion of our
Jachris stainless steel annular hose is manufactured clients are in the mining industry and
other end fittings are machined every
to ISO 10380 Standard. Hose assembly
day in that department. Stainless steel
they have many yellow, red and green
manufacturing is according to ASME B31.3-20
is the predominant material that we
machines and vehicles running around
beneficiate but we also machine a variety of other materials
and working on site. Hydraulics is therefore an important
depending on where the component or product will be used.”
element of all this equipment and the hydraulic hoses will
“We had invested in a Leadwell V40L vertical machining
need replacing. We therefore have set up these container
center a few years ago and have been very happy with its
hose workshops (CHW) at the mine and they can carry out
performance. We have now invested in two Leadwell T7A
immediate repairs or replacement. Mines can’t wait for you to
horizontal turning centers and one Leadwell T7AM turning
arrive from Johannesburg to solve their problem.”
center with driven tools, all supplied by WD Hearn Machine
“The CHWs also allow us to assemble our product as close
Tools.”
to the end user as possible.”
“All three machines are equipped with Renishaw tool
“We are not confined to the mining industry although it is a
probes for tool setting and broken tool detection, have Siemens
very positive source of supply for us and that is not just local.
828DB CNC controls, an A2-6/65mm/10” chuck spindle
We have branches or subsidiaries in Mozambique, Namibia,
configuration and BA65 1500 bar feeders.”
Zambia, Ghana, Mauritania and the DRC servicing all sorts of
industries.”
Investment programme
“Locally SAB, now AB Inbev, is a big client of ours as are
“This investment in our CNC machining department is one
the three entities that made up the Scaw Group before they
leg of a larger investment programme that the company has
were split up. These are examples of companies that don’t
embarked on. Since 2012 the company has made hydraulic
operate in the mining space.”
hose supply a priority but we have not neglected the industrial
“We are also 51% owned by ATA Capital, a majority blackhose side of the business. Whereas all our hydraulic hose and
owned investment fund manager company and this provides
components are imported from our partner Gates Hydraulic
real benefits.”
Hose & Fittings in the US – it is not the done thing in the
“We do have other plans to invest more in our
industry to mix and match – the industrial hose such as our
manufacturing facility in Springs including a dedicated
hand-built rubber hose (Elephant Trunk) is all manufactured
metrology/inspection department. Overall we are very bullish
in-house.”
about Africa’s prospects.”
“It is in this department where we have invested in
For further details contact Jachris on TEL: 011 813 4009
a calendering machine. Almost all the textile and rubber
or visit www.jachris.com

Jachris manufacture their own end fittings
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An existing machine that Jarchris has on the floor is a Leadwell V40L
vertical machining center

Anglo American explores
3D printing in South Africa

A

nglo American has launched a 3D printing project
in South Africa focused on using the technology to
manufacture spare parts for mining and processing
equipment locally.
The company and its partners on the project, South
African Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR)
and US-based technology company, Ivaldi Group, are initially
exploring the creation of a digitally distributed supply chain.
This involves a digitalisation of the designs of parts
such as impellers for pumps, shaft sleeves, gasket bonnet
valves, and mining rock drill bits, with a view towards locally
producing and testing these parts at Anglo American's
operations in South Africa using 3D printers.
Anglo said the project would have environmental and
community outreach benefits.
“The ability to send files - not physical spare parts - will
reduce our carbon footprint, delivery lead times and logistics
costs,” said Matthew Chadwick, head of socio-economic
development and partnerships.
“Importantly, this has the clear potential to create
industrial and service jobs for host communities and
surrounding regions through on-demand manufacturing
systems to produce spare parts locally.”
Espen Sivertsen, CEO of Ivaldi, said: “We believe that

digital distribution of physical goods is a natural next step
for the global spare parts supply chain. It’s part of the
fourth industrial revolution. Working with world-leading
organisations like Anglo American and the CSIR, we are now
practically demonstrating that there are significant savings for
businesses and a net positive impact for the environment and
associated communities.”
Charl Harding, the CSIR’s Business Development Manager,
added: “When we first explored this opportunity to develop
sustainable local on-demand manufacturing solutions we
saw an immediate fit with our additive manufacturing and
materials expertise. The 3D printing of parts along with
the application of additive manufacturing technologies to
refurbish worn parts offers the potential to create local
jobs, promote innovation for the inclusive and sustainable
advancement of industry and society whilst responding critical
issue of climate change.”
Through Collaborative Regional Development, Anglo
American and its partners aim to be a catalyst for thriving
communities that can benefit in new ways directly from
mining, while new economic activities such as 3D printing,
agribusiness opportunities, biofuels, game ranching and
tourism begin to develop - building on mining’s contribution
to sustainable communities.

B&R Metrology

add 3D printers to portfolio

B&R Metrology has announced that it is to further enhance its complementary product portfolio with the signing of an agency agreement
with the Polish manufacturer of industrial 3D printers VSHAPER, a subsidiary within the Verashape Group

W

ith more than 23 years’ experience in CNC
applications of this technology are production applications.
manufacturing, B&R Metrology Solutions does not
3D printing is no longer just prototyping technology! The
need to be introduced to the field of validation,
areas which use this technology are continually expanding
verification of predefined standards, traceability, accuracy,
and more and more companies are deciding to expand their
reliability and precision, which are all elements of metrology
machine park with an industrial 3D printer,” explained Bryn
and defined as the scientific study of measurement that
Labuschagne, Sales Director of B&R Metrology.
establishes a common understanding of units that are crucial
“Most manufacturers who have decided to implement
in linking human activities.
3D printing technology report a growing interest in additive
B&R Metrology Solutions have provided a means
manufacturing for various applications and plan to invest
of accountability and certainty in the production and
more in this technology in the coming years. It is because
manufacturing industry, specialising in coordinate measuring
3D printing is helping companies to develop and significantly
machines, portable inspection, portable scanning, reverse
improve the entire production process,” continued
engineering and inspection. Representing premium
Labuschagne.
brands such as Renishaw, Nikon, LK Metrology, Polyworks,
“The latest research shows that the current use of 3D
Inspecvision, Starrett, Mahr and Metronoor B&R Metrology
printing technology for commercial purposes has significantly
Solutions is able to supply product virtually across the entire
increased and accounts for over 60 per cent of applications,
spectrum.
in addition to hobby and science. Complex geometries, such
Now the company has announced that it is to further
as lattice structures, are a great advantage of 3D printing.
enhance its complementary product portfolio with the signing
It is therefore not surprising that this technology is used
of an agency agreement with the Polish manufacturer of
in the context of prototyping, as support for CAD design, in
industrial 3D printers VSHAPER, a subsidiary within the
construction and testing innovative solutions or material
Verashape Group.
testing. More importantly, next to these applications, 3D
“Additive
printing is becoming a
manufacturing has been
popular method of short
supporting manufacturing
series production, often
companies in
used next to laser cutting
technological development
and CNC machining.”
for many years. The
forecasts for the growth
5-axis printer
of additive manufacturing
“Last year VSHAPER
are up-and-coming. The
launched a 5-axis printer
latest research shows
called the VSHAPER 5AX.
The range of industrial 3D printers manufactured by VSHAPER
that over 50 per cent of the
The development of a
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5-axis 3D printer is logical as the parent
company builds multi-axis CNC machines.
The application of 5-axis technology
to fused filament fabrication (FFF) 3D
printing helps the VSHAPER 5AX stand
apart from other desktop 3D printers
on the market, which largely rely on
Cartesian robotic technology.”

actual specs of the digital 3D model
design.”
VSHAPER 3AX machines
“Although we have talked mainly
about the new 5-axis machine the
company was established on the 3-axis
format and they now have six machines
in this range with work spaces from
220mm x 260mm x 185mm up to
420mm x 420mm x 450mm. The
VSHAPER 5AX is going to be a big seller
going forward but it is their workhorses
that are putting them on the map.”

Why 5-axis?
“Additive manufacturing with 5-axis
versus the conventional Cartesian
Last year VSHAPER launched a 5-axis printer
robotics of most desktop 3D printers
called the VSHAPER 5AX
is an attempt to move past some
limitations that engineers encountered when using Cartesian
Software and filaments
3D printers to create objects from thermoplastic filaments.
“VSHAPER has also been working on the development of
Part of the problem that VSHAPER hopes to address with
new solutions for the industry: A support material for PEEK
Cartesian desktop FFF 3D printers is one of having even
and other 3D printing materials and software.”
material strength post-filament deposition. Engineers looking
“VSHAPER have also developed a range of their own
to prototype objects or create one-off ready-made components
dedicated filaments. The choice of material used in the
need the integrity of material properties like strength to be
process of 3D printing has a significant impact on the quality,
predictable, quantifiable and measurable.”
durability and visual effect of the final printout.”
“The problem with Cartesian desktop 3D printers according
“And of course the cost plays a big role. We are importing
to VSHAPER is this. Depending on how a 3D model is placed
material that is one third of the price that is currently
on the build platform prior to the slicing and printing process,
available.”
the material strength can be distributed unevenly or in a way
that differs from one’s intentions. In addition, the layer-by-layer
SOFTSHAPER software
technique is wasteful, requiring a good deal of material for use
Softshaper is a professional software targeted at industrial
as support structures.”
machines producing in 3D printing technology, also compatible
“The 5AX machine employs 5-axis kinematics equipped
with low-budget 3D printers, has just presented the latest
with a tilting rotary working platform. Indexed 5-axis printing
instalment of key functions. The latest edition of the software
enhances layer-by-layer printing by transferring the print plane
is Softshaper 2021 equipped with a number of functions that
to another surface that was printed previously. Simultaneous
are worth getting to know if you are considering changing the
5-axis printing allows creation of spatial models on a 3D
current software.
surface by using all the machine axes simultaneously.”
“In the engineering market you can encounter many
“Working with multiple materials in one process, this
programmes dedicated especially for 3D printing. They
system allows production of models from hard material,
are usually complicated in use for average users, because
reinforced with high-strength material and printed elastomeric
they require a lot of technological knowledge. Not so with
seals.”
SOFTSHAPER. SOFTSHAPER supports creating the most
innovative and complex 3D models that are characterised
VSHAPER 5AX
by diversified, spatial internal structure, which significantly
“The build platform of the VSHAPER 5AX spins and tilts,
affects the final print properties. In this way, it gives the
which gives users the ability to alter the placement of the
possibility of designing details with programmed strength,
3D model to align the platform with its optimal flat planes,
which is particularly important in many industries for
rather than having to compromise positioning relative to the
professional use.”
static build platform of a desktop 3D printer. Instead, the
“Additive manufacturing plays a significant role in a
planes of the 3D model are automatically adjusted based
company’s business strategy, and in most cases gives a
on the position of the print head via VSHAPER 5AX’s rotating
substantial competitive advantage. Advanced Western
platform. This has the effect of freeing up the angle-of-attack
economies have significantly increased investment in additive
of the filament deposition, reinforcing axes of the printed
manufacturing technologies. The primary recipient is industry
object’s geometry.”
and 3D printing has the potential
“VSHAPER claims that its
to develop industrial processing,
machine eliminates the need for
which is why we chose VSHAPER,
support structures, which will
a partner whose machines meet
dramatically reduce thermoplastic
the highest requirements set by
filament material waste. The
manufacturers.”
VSHAPER 5AX has a few other tricks
“Additionally the machines
up its sleeve, including multiple tool
are affordable and have the most
head attachments (six in total), the
advanced capabilities. Whoever
ability to print in multiple materials,
thought you would have 5-axis
and the ability to switch to finishing
printing?” concluded Labuschagne.
tools for burnishing, milling and
For further details contact
drilling. There is even a quality
B&R Metrology Solutions on
assurance tool in the probing tool
TEL: 082 852 6371 or
head that outputs data about the
VSHAPER has also been working on the development of
072 392 4934 or visit
geometry of parts being printed so
new solutions for the industry: A support material for
www.brmetrology.co.za
they can be measured against the
PEEK and other 3D printing materials and software
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Hi-Tech Machine Tools gets to grip
with 5th Axis workholding systems

I

nnovative workholding solutions help you hold onto
productivity and profit in a machining environment. Consider
the cost of an up-to-date CNC machine tool, the cutting
tools and toolholders in the toolchanger or tool turret, the
hardware and software devoted to programming, and compare
these investments to the cost of appropriate workholding
equipment. Workholding usually costs only a fraction of the
amount the rest cost. Yet the potential for
time savings and process improvements
offered by innovative workholding solutions
is enormous. The success of many an
application has hinged on a rethinking
of workholding strategies. Workholding
innovations probably represent the best
value in metalworking technology.
Fortunately, workholding seems to
be a fertile area for creative minds in
metalworking. New inventions and clever
developments appear constantly. Rarely
do you open a metalworking magazine
or visit a trade
show and not
find one or more
workholding
devices making a
first appearance.
Hi-Tech
Machine Tools
have taken
cognisance of
this and have
announced that
they have been
appointed as the
new distributer in South Africa to market and
distribute a range of workholding solutions
manufactured by US-based company 5th
Axis.
“Major decisions about workpieces,
machine tool selection and CAM software
are all very influential to the overall
productivity of machining. But strategies
for using the right fixturing and tooling can
make or break the efficiency and cycle time
of the components produced on a CNC
machine,” explained Hi-Tech Machine Tools
MD Peter Killian.
“Over the years, Hi-Tech Machine
Tools has adapted to the ever-changing
metalworking processing conditions,
such as the machine tool and processing
parameters. We are very fortunate that for 30 years we
have represented one of the world’s biggest and well-known
manufacturers of machine tools – Mazak – a company
that manufactures solutions including multi-tasking, 5-axis,
milling, turning, CNC controls and automation. I have been
associated with the company for even longer.”
“For years we have concentrated on selling Mazak
machine tools and where possible we added the necessary
add-ons such as tooling, probing and software onto the sale.
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When my son Christopher Killian (Sales Manager) joined the
company in 2014, through his enthusiasm, we started to look
a bit broader but not in the sense of taking on more machine
manufacturing agencies. We are not specialists in grinding,
for example, so we stay out of that area of machining but will
offer advice if required.”
“We looked at preferably offering a machining package
whereby we would not just supply the
machine and then rely on others to get a
quality component machined on a quality
machine.”
hyperMILL
“After dabbling here and there we
looked at it seriously and in 2018 we set
up a partnership with hyperMILL, a highperformance, complete CAM solution
from Open Mind. 2.5D, 3D, 5-axis milling
and mill/turn tasks can be programmed
perfectly and precisely with hyperMILL.”
“After you decide to purchase a new
CNC machine, it is
essential to get the
software, training and
support required to
make your investment
pay off. Although
5-axis milling is
one of the most
challenging forms of
CNC machining, Open
Mind’s hyperMILL
CAM software
makes it possible
for programmers to generate 5-axis NC
programmes quickly and easily, with short
machining times and high-quality surface
finishes.”
Albrecht Precision Chucks
“Shortly after attending EMO 2019 in
Hannover, Germany we were appointed by the
German precision chuck manufacturer Albrecht
Precision GmbH & Co. KG as the exclusive
distributor for the sales and service of Albrecht
Precision products in South Africa.”
“We have always offered CNC metalworking
machines, whether they are turning centers
or milling machines, that will perform with the
highest precision and accuracy. But if you want
your machine to perform at its optimum ability
you need to equip it with an Albrecht Precision chuck or drill
chuck. In fact, I will go even further and say that a machine
equipped with an Albrecht Precision chuck or drill chuck will
unlock the potential that you never thought you could achieve
with the machine,” continued Killian.
Blaser Swisslube
“Then mid 2020 we were appointed the exclusive agents
for Blaser Swisslube, a globally active company in the



metalworking fluid sector that develops and produces highquality cutting and grinding fluids for various industries,
to market and distribute its range of coolants, cutting oils,
grinding oils and micro emulsions.”
“The oils, coolants and lubricants used in metalworking
shops are often overlooked as an opportunity to improve
process efficiencies and the bottom line. Metalworking
fluids have a greater financial impact on a company than
the purchase price alone. Experts say the cost of these
fluids could be between 0.5% and 2% of total sales. It is
generally accepted that the material costs are fixed at
22%, tooling costs are between 3% and 6% and the other
72% to 75% are made up of overheads (21%), manpower
(28%) and machining (26%). However, metalworking
fluids can affect up to 95% of the production cost per
workpiece.”
“We were well on our way to being a supplier of highend, high-quality products as a package.”
5th Axis is changing the industry standard workholding evolved
“Now we have added to that package by being
appointed the new distributer for 5th Axis workholding
solutions. When you’re working on strong machines
that regularly turn higher speeds and feeds you need
workholding equipment that keeps the component in place
so the machine can produce the component to the microns
that it is manufactured to do.”
“Workholding solutions vary almost as much as
applications. This gives shops the ability to choose
workholding that’s targeted to their needs, prioritising
different factors depending on the type of work they do.
Job shops that handle high-mix, low-volume work will place
a high value on flexibility in workholding. Production shops
seek workholding that will increase throughput by working
with automation systems. Shops that do 5-axis machining
need specialised workholding that provide access to five
sides of a workpiece for machining. And those that handle
delicate workpieces, or parts that require access to the
full outer diameter for machining can benefit from ID
workholding.”
“The company 5th Axis was established because San
Diego, California-based company NYC CNC was introduced
to 5-axis machining in 2005 and in their opinion, there
were no quality workholding systems in the market for
5-axis machining. The company’s engineers designed their
own systems and before long other machine shops were
wanting the same.”
“This is when they decided to develop precise, highquality workholding solutions that are built to withstand
the harsh conditions of the machining environment. Today
two thirds of the company’s business concentrates on
manufacturing workholding solutions and they offer a
quick-change system for almost all 3, 4 and 5-axis tables.”
“Their product range consists of RockLock quick
change system bases, double station and self-centring
vise solutions, dovetail fixtures, top tooling setups, master
alignment pallets, jaws and multi-fixture mounts such as
tombstones and pyramids. Additionally, they offer dovetail
cutters, pull studs and accessories and round bar fixtures.”
“5th Axis workholding was created out of necessity by
a leading 5-axis machine shop. They found themselves
producing their own custom workholding and decided to
make them available to the public. Designed by machinists
for machinists, they manufacture the highest-quality 5-axis
workholding fixtures on the market.”
For further details contact Hi-Tech Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 608 0088 or visit www.hitech.co.za

Mercedes-Benz to invest
an additional R3 Billion in East
London plant

F

ollowing on Mercedes-Benz’s rich heritage of over 6
decades in South Africa, the East London Plant has
officially started production of the new generation
C-Class. Since the investment announcement of R10 billion in
2018, the East London Plant has undergone numerous plant
upgrades in preparation for the production of the new model.
At an event commemorating the start of production of the new
generation C-Class on 24 June 2021, Mercedes-Benz Cars
announced an additional R3 billion investment into the East
London plant.
Jörg Burzer, Member of the Board of Mercedes-Benz Cars,
responsible for Production and Supply Chain Management
said: “South Africa is an important location in our global
Mercedes-Benz production network. The team in East London
made a remarkable contribution to the international ramp-up
of the new C-Class that we produce through efficient, flexible,
digital and sustainable operations. Thanks to the exceptional
work of our colleagues in South Africa and all over the world
and their first-class cooperation, our modern plants are able
to produce outstanding vehicles like the new C-Class. With our
additional invest of R3 billion in the East London plant, we
underline our commitment to contributing to the South African
economy and the Eastern Cape region.”
R10 billion investment - East London plant upgrades
Since the investment announcement in 2018, the R10
billion investment was utilised for a wide modernisation of
the East London plant. The plant upgrades include a new

body shop, which has
been designed for
higher capacities and
features more than 500
Internet of Things Industry 4.0-enabled robots. To allow the
East London plant to increase volume outputs, optimise the
assembly line and achieve commercial synergies, a new body
shop has been built at the East London Industrial Development
Zone (ELIDZ), where vehicle parts for the new generation
C-Class are manufactured.
More than 700 tons of steel have been installed for
the additional three lines in the assembly shop and a new
logistics warehouse. Utilising new methods such as art
application technology, the new paint shop is now even more
energy efficient and more environmentally-friendly. Overall,
the new buildings comprise an area of approximately 100
000m². This reflects an addition of two thirds of the already
existing buildings for the passenger vehicle production. At the
Mercedes-Benz Learning Academy, additional robotics were
installed for training.
Commenting on the successful ramp up CEO of MercedesBenz South Africa and Executive Director of Manufacturing,
Andreas Engling stated: “Despite a tough year in 2020, we
were able to accomplish what we had planned. To date, all of
our buildings are complete and we are ready for the production
of the new generation C-Class in full force. At Mercedes-Benz
South Africa, our passion drives us to be the best and it is this
passion, which drives our high-performance culture.”

Duncan Macdonald & Co develops
environmentally friendly cutting fluid

Designed to keep up with advances in automated chip and fluid processing, N’VIRO Gold cutting
fluids do not contain chlorinated solvents or harmful chemicals and are blended with vegetable esters
and selected animal fats to ensure excellent lubrication for the most extreme pressure applications.

I

n an industry where the focus
is on saving costs on lubricant
spend while still wanting improved
tool life and improved component
finish it is refreshing to see a local
company respond to the growing
need for metalworking facilities to
comply with environmental guidelines
and to promote cleaner machining
operations.
“We are very well-known in the
market for our Tapmatic cutting fluid.
As more and more pressure is put on
the manufacturing industry to become
environmentally friendly, authorities are going to look at all
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areas of manufacture. Cutting fluids
are necessary in many metalworking
operations but generally are very
difficult to dispose of or recycle,”
said Keith Opperman of Duncan
Macdonald & Co.
“We started our research and
development over 10 years ago with
a specific SOE utility requesting a
replacement for an imported product
that had become very expensive. This
utility is now one of the biggest users
of our N’VIRO Gold cutting fluids.”
“Because the products do not
contain chlorinated solvents or harmful chemicals, but rather 

consist of vegetable esters and selected animal fats. This
eliminates expensive post processing services and of course
is very helpful and contributes to an environmentally healthy
situation.”
“We have developed three different variations for different
applications and uses.”
“N'VIRO Black is a straight oil possessing strong friction
reducing properties. It’s designed for use with metals of low
machinability - applications like broaching, milling and threading
- and we recommended it especially for use on smaller diameter
taps. Customers are even using it in spray applications such as
stamping.”
“N'VIRO Yellow
possesses strong
friction reducing
properties and
designed for tough
operations with
enough lubricity
for the most
extreme pressure
applications. We
recommended it
especially for use
on larger diameter
taps.”
“N'VIRO Blue
with Evap is our
latest in-house
developed
environmentally
friendly cutting
fluid that is
blended with
vegetable oils and
natural solvents
and is known for
its evaporation
features, in other
words the liquid
substance (cutting
fluid) becomes
a gas when it
is heated and it
evaporates. But
because we do
not use harmful
ingredients when
manufacturing,
this evaporation is
not harmful to the
environment.”
“We are busy
working on a fourth
formulation which
will be known
N'VIRO Green.”
“The N’VIRO
Gold cutting fluids
are available in
500ml cans, 5
litre cans, 25 litre
drums and 200
litre drums. We
also supply a spray
in a 300ml aerosol
spray, a cream in a

500ml tub and a wax version in a 500ml tub.”
“Broaching, milling and threading are not the only
applications where our product can be used. We have
mentioned using it as a spray in a stamping operation and
it can also be used in drilling, turning, reaming, boring and
tapping operations.”
“In a machining environment N’VIRO Gold cutting fluids
are used on all materials that are machined or cut in a
metalworking shop.”
For further details contact Duncan Macdonald & Co on
TEL: 011 444 4345 or visit www.macduck.co.za
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Ultra Lock install first Modula

automated storage and retrieval system

S

ince its introduction
in order to stay productive,
to the market over
efficient and safe.
30 years ago, the
Optimising your warehouse
Modula vertical lift system is
space doesn’t have to be an
among the most reliable and
overwhelming endeavour.
advanced storage systems
Vertical warehouse storage
available today.
can give you the space you
The Modula vertical lift
need to streamline your
system is the ideal solution to
workflow, increase efficiency
store any industrial products,
and enhance safety while
components or spare parts
ultimately increasing your
in all possible industrial
bottom line.
environments, industries and
“In our business it is not
departments. The system
just about making products
allows for up to 90 000kg of
, it is about making the best
capacity depending on the
products in the most effective
configuration chosen.
way, and that means you have
Many companies have
to take the best care of your
chosen a Modula storage
machines and tooling that is
system to reorganise and
used on our press brakes and
improve workflow due to its
other bending and cutting
flexibility, the wide range of
equipment for example,” said
models, the overall design and
Derrick van Niekerk.
ease of use.
Software can be used
Storage of press brake
with a Modula vertical
tooling
storage system or as a standBrother Henk interjects
alone system that manages
with an example of why he
all possible warehouse
is so excited about their new
operations or, a combination
capital equipment investment:
of both.
“We have built up a large
To gain the most benefit
inventory of press brake
from a Modula and increase
tooling alone. There are a few
your productivity there is a
important things to remember
wide range of accessories
to properly maintain your press
like a laser pointer, an
brake tooling. The first is, don’t
alphanumeric LED bar, label
store it in a general storage
Ultra Lock installed a Modula automated storage and retrieval
printing, barcode reading,
rack away from the press
system. The system Ultra Lock have installed occupies 15m² of floor
etc. The system also has
brake
when it is not in use.
space yet gives close to 200m² of storage space. It really makes use of
a extremely flexible user
Storing press brake tooling in
the wasted air space that is usually associated in
authentication system that
a general storage rack in the
a factory or warehouse. The Modula VLM utilises the full ceiling
allows many levels of access
height of your facility thereby maximising the storage potential. Items back of the shop, for example,
are stored in systems up to 14.1m high. Tray loads are up
and control.
is usually a serious productivity
to 990kg and the software will recognise if this figure is exceeded.
The main advantage
killer. It forces the press brake
These vertical warehouses are designed to reduce occupied
you will notice straight away
operator to step away from
floor space by up to 90%, increase productivity, speed up
is the optimisation of your
the press brake to retrieve the
picking throughput and improve warehouse efficiency
available space. When you
tooling required for the next
by reducing risks to both people and goods
store goods in our automatic
job, or it puts the operator
vertical warehouses, you can
in the position of having to
recover up to 90% of floor space. Not only that, you also
wait for the tooling to be delivered to the press brake when a
save significant amounts of time, as operators stay near the
forklift driver or setup person is involved.”
automatic warehouse and don't have to move around in order
“When multiple press brake operators share the same
to pick or refill goods. Amongst the advantages of using the
tooling between two or more press brakes, it is common
system technology are also the increased security of your
for tooling to get spread out over multiple locations. This
goods and safety of your operators
invariably results in the press brake operators spending a lot
Considering all your warehouse needs and storage
of time searching to locate all of the individual tools that they
solutions can be daunting. Many facilities need to
need to run the next job. Needless to say, the amount of time
accommodate both large equipment as well as smaller tools,
consumed while doing this can really add up over time.”
materials and parts. Beyond storage, your employees need to
Storing press brake tooling in a general storage rack
be able to access and retrieve stored items quickly and easily
leaves it out in the open, exposing it to airborne dust and 
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Ultra Lock have recently invested in a Penta Swan hand-held fiber
laser for welding. The welding machine will mainly be used for
aluminium welding but it can also weld carbon steel and stainless
steel

debris and much greater potential of damage
“For these reasons, it is always better to store your press
brake tooling in an organised storage and retrieval system.”
“It was always our intention to make storage of the press
brake tooling a priority but as we investigated the Modula
vertical warehouse, we realised that there is more space
available for storage than at first anticipated and there
are many more advantages that we had not thought of so
allocated shelves to creating an organized secure storage
system inside the Modula system along with all out other tools
and stock items.”
“Amongst the advantages of using Modula’s technology
are the increased security of your products and safety of your
operators. In fact, access to the warehouse is only permitted
to authorised operators via advanced recognition systems and
the movement of tooling, components or product is facilitated
by an ergonomic and functional warehouse structure.”
“The Modula software manages your warehouse in real
time via a user-friendly PC interface which is simple and
intuitive. All you need is a PC as a server and a certain
number of clients depending on your needs. Items are stored,
catalogued, and retrieved using a touch screen interface,
and can be catalogued by shelve number, part number,
compartment number, or part description. Users can even
enter digital photos into the system, which lets them visually
identify an item, then touch the photo on the screen to retrieve
it. The software even lets managers determine who has access
to which shelves. Safety criteria set for weight and size of item
or tray is also recognised by the software. All this means is
that a full multi-user system is within easy reach.”
“The Modula automated storage system saves you time
and helps reduce personnel required for picking operations.
In our case the press brake tooling is stored inside the trays
of the vertical lift system (VLS) and traced automatically. The
trays are picked up by an automatic lift and delivered to the
picking bays. Utilising quick and easy picking operations, the
tooling is retrieved and brought to the operator automatically.
The picking access bays can be customised in different
configurations depending on the needs of each individual
automatic warehouse and automated storage system.
Depending on the available floor space, you can set up a
single, dual or multiple, internal or external bay.”
“These vertical warehouses are designed to reduce
occupied floor space by up to 90%, increase productivity,
speed up picking throughput and improve warehouse
efficiency by reducing risks to both people and goods.”
“The system we have installed occupies 15m² of floor

The company is currently testing how they can incorporate an
Omron collaborative robot/s into their production

space yet gives us close to 200m² of storage space. It really
makes use of the wasted air space that is usually associated
in a factory or warehouse. The Modula VLM utilises the full
ceiling height of your facility thereby maximising the storage
potential. Items are stored in systems up to 14.1m high. Tray
loads are up to 990kg and the software will recognise if this
figure is exceeded.”
“Modula is an automated storage and retrieval
system designed to optimise space, work and warehouse
management for a range of industries and applications.
Spare parts, accessories, semi-finished or finished goods,
tools and components from small electronic components or
pharmaceuticals to heavy and bulky objects like moulds or
engine/car parts can be stored. The list is endless.”
Protect your investment
“Like anything of value, it only makes good sense to
protect your investment and store it and use it wisely so that it
provides you with the maximum return on that investment.”
“I have had sleepless nights about the thought of the
tooling for example ending up in some scrap dealer’s yard
with there being no respect to the actual value of each tool.
These apprehensions and worries will all come to an end now
that we have installed our first vertical lift Modula automated
storage and retrieval system.”
For further details contact Ultrafab on TEL: 011 474 9810,
email info@ultrafab.co.za or visit www.modula.com

The 1500 watt Penta Swan hand-held fiber laser for welding
is achieving results that Ultra Lock did not expect. “In our business
the less post processing work you have to do the more
you save on costs and time.”
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Aditiv Solutions successfully

produces first component on South African
developed Hyrax metal 3D printer
Aditiv Solutions, a self-funded South African company with a focus on providing affordable metal
3D printing solutions, has proudly announced that the company has printed its first component
- dubbed ‘Bracketosaurus’ - on the company’s locally designed and developed metal 3D printer
appropriately named Hyrax, which is nearing final stages of development.

“

A

first introduced
t the
beginning of
to the technology.
June 2021
After completing my
the team came to
Bachelor’s degree in
me and said they
Computer Engineering
think the prototype
at the University of
machine was ready
Pretoria in 2004 I
for its first test
started my career
run. So instead of
in the aerospace
spending weeks
industry where I spent
printing the usual
14 years focusing on
basic shapes, we
the development of
decided to really
various manufacturing
go for it and give
processes for the
the machine a
aviation industry.
proper challenge.
In my early
The result was just
years I focussed
beautiful,” explained
on automation
Marius Vermeulen,
of aerospace
CEO and founder of
manufacturing
Aditiv Solutions.
processes and
“The Hyrax
established
uses powder bed
an automation
fusion technology
and continuous
Aditiv Solutions has successfully produced its first component on the South African
and runs a 400W
developed Hyrax metal 3D printer
improvement team at
fiber laser to melt
Aerosud.”
layers of powder to ‘print’ a component from metal powder.
The Aditiv team has been involved with 3D printing for
This component was printed in AISI 304 stainless steel and
many years and has extensive research experience regarding
we credit Nic Adams for his CAD drawing that is posted on
the use of the technology for the aviation industry. They
GrabCAD,” continued Vermeulen.
have been actively involved in project Aeroswift, a South
“Next up on the to-do-list is to take a step back and
African collaborative project between the CSIR and Aerosud
do some parameter optimisation, followed by mechanical
Innovation Centre. The Aeroswift project is focussed on the
property evaluation, so keep a look out for results on that.”
development of a high-speed, large scale, powder bed fusion
The company was started at the end of 2019 by Marius
metal 3D printer.
Vermeulen, Kobus Wolvaardt (CEO of GoodX Software), Pieta
Through its partnership with one of South Africa’s
Ferreira, director and chief mechanical engineer and Jacobus
leading software development companies, GoodX Software,
Prinsloo, director and chief control system engineer.
the company also has substantial resources in software
“The company has vast experience in additive
development, cloud management, app development and
manufacturing (AM), with some of the leading experts in
hardware integration, all critical factors in aligning AM with the
South Africa in the development of high-end metal additive
newest industry trends and requirements.
manufacturing machines. The Aditiv team has been integrally
“Leveraging on this experience, as well as on its extensive
involved in the development of the world-first Aeroswift
network of suppliers and technology partners, allows Aditiv
technology and has experience in machine design, optical
Solutions to develop AM machines at a fraction of the cost of
systems, control systems, AM software development and
what major OEMs can do, we believe.”
material process development. The team also has experience
“Our metal 3D printer can address the manufacturing
in providing metal 3D printing solutions to clients in a range
requirements of a wider range of industries, which cannot
of industries, including providing successful solutions to the
afford the AM technologies currently employed by the
commercial aviation industry.”
aerospace and medical industries. By ensuring a more
“I have been involved with AM since 2006 when I was
affordable solution, the possibilities arise for other industries 
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to also capitalise on the advantages
continue our development work. Our
of AM.”
machines are fully designed in-house
“The focus for Aditiv Solutions is
including mechanical systems,
the design, manufacture and sale
control systems and software.
of affordable metal 3D printers.
Our optical systems are imported,
Metal additive manufacturing
but all mechanical systems are
has proven to be a technology
manufactured by local companies
with very specific advantages
and assembled in-house. To ensure
over conventional manufacturing
that the machine can produce
processes. These advantages
components of the highest quality,
are mainly due to the fact that,
it is equipped with the best-in-class
firstly, the technology allows for
(German manufactured) fiber laser
the manufacture of net/near-net
and optical system.”
components with very little material
“We are now completing the
waste. Secondly, the technology
prototype machine and recently
also allows for the manufacture
manufactured our first sample
of highly complex geometries
component. We are the only
which allows for reducing the
manufacturer of commercial metal 3D
weight of components, increasing
printing machines in South Africa.”
functionality of components and
“We have established an initial
also for reducing component
customer base, as well as a ‘beta’
Aditiv Solutions, a self-funded South African company,
count.”
machine testing partner network.
was established to manufacture an AM machine with a
“Due to these advantages the
We approached leaders in the local
focus on providing affordable metal 3D printing
size of the AM industry is expanding
3D printing sector with our concept
solutions. The machine, named Hyrax,
rapidly today, especially in the field
and have sold three ‘beta’ systems
is nearing final stages of development
of producing metal components
to date. Our first machine will be
for final part production. However,
delivered in 2021 to the North West
the prohibitive cost of AM systems, and the subsequent high
University (NWU) in Potchefstroom.”
cost of AM produced components, are limiting the use of
“NWU aims to identify and impact potential markets
the technology mainly to so-called, high-value, low-volume
where metal additive manufacturing can play a valuable role.
industries, such as the aerospace and medical industries.”
As AM lends itself to producing unique parts and implement
“There is a large market for AM in South Africa and abroad
mass customisation the dental market holds great potential.
in lower tech industries where the cost of AM is currently
Producing parts form CoCr by means of AM could lead to new
prohibitive. We started Aditiv Solutions with the belief that
innovative design concepts and could provide advantages to
there is potential to address these markets and that it can be
both the manufacturing industry and the patient,” said CP
done by supplying solutions with:
Kloppers of the North West University.
• lower capital requirements
Two more machines were procured through the support of
• lower production costs and
the National Research Foundation’s (NRF) National Equipment
• a focus on running lower cost materials such as stainless
programme and will be delivered to the Vaal University
steels, tool steels and others
of Technology and the Centre for Rapid Prototyping and
• locally developed, produced and supported machines
Manufacturing (CRPM) at the Central University of Technology,
Free State.
“We believe that our machines can reduce the cost of
Professor Deon de Beer of the Central University of
metal 3D printing dramatically and thereby increase its uses
Technology (CUT), Free State said that: “The CRPM Research
in the manufacturing space.”
Centre is in need of a metal
AM research platform with
History and development of
a volume reduction unit and
the Hyrax
open parameter settings to
“We started the development
accommodate small volumes of
of the Hyrax machine in
metal powder for research into
September 2019, with a team
3D printing of new metals and
of four people. Soon after we
metal base alloys.”
started the company, COVID“An excellent example is the
19 happened and we had to
work done by the CUT to develop
refocus our efforts for a few
pure platinum powder for AM,
months. During this time we
and producing benchmark parts
were approached by medical
to demonstrate that South
companies to develop a unit
Africa has the capability to add
that can be used by doctors and
value to local resources through
medical personnel to sterilise
developing new AM materials,”
personal items. It was quite
continued De Beer.
an interesting project and we
“For this, the Aditiv Solutions
produced two sterilisers in record
LPBF machine will make a
time that were locally tested and
significant contribution. In
The Hyrax uses powder bed fusion technology and runs a 400W
certified at the CSIR.”
working with platinum, we have
fiber laser to melt layers of powder to ‘print’ a component from
“When COVID-19 stabilised
just scratched the surface of
metal powder. This component was printed in AISI 304 stainless
steel and Aditiv Solutions credits Nic Adams for his CAD drawing working with the PGM group
and our manufacturers came
that is posted on GrabCAD
back online we managed to
metals as part of adding value 
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to local resources,” says De Beer. He concluded that the
Aditiv Solutions machine, which was co-funded between the
NRF National Equipment Platform and the CUT, will make a
significant contribution to local research development, new
applications and materials.
According to Malan van Tonder of the Vaal University of
Technology: “The university already has a strong capability in
rapid casting applications and will use the Hyrax platform to
extend their services to include metal additive manufacturing.
The university will use this opportunity to offer Metal AM
(MAM) design and manufacturing services to industry and
use the platform to expand their research and training focus
areas, which include industry 4.0 applications, general
engineering metal AM material development to satisfy industry
requirements, applied AM metal training and metal AM
application development.”
“There are currently about 10 metal 3D printing machines
in the country and these sales have thus increased the
South African metal AM machine footprint by ~30%, which
is significant. Through the sale of these machines, we have
established a network of ‘beta’ testing partners to allow us to
take the machines through their paces and to speed up the
time to market,” said Vermeulen.
Materials and alloys
“The machine can process a wide range of materials
and alloys. However, our initial focus is on materials that are
commonly used in industry such as stainless steels and tool
steels. The metal powders are unfortunately not produced
locally and all our powders are currently imported. Over the
last number of years, metal powder suppliers have increased
dramatically and the cost of the material has been reduced.
We aim to rapidly expand the materials that we can process

in the machine and will be working with our ‘beta’ partner
network to develop process parameters for other materials
such as cobalt chrome, titanium, maraging steels, aluminium
and some less common materials as well.”
“Today, South Africa is a nett importer of manufacturing
equipment with a limited machine building industry in the
manufacturing sector. When trying to establish a local
machine building industry, it is difficult to play catch-up with
international suppliers in well-established industries such
as CNC machine tools and injection moulding equipment.
However, metal 3D printing is a relatively new industry in
which South Africa has substantial resources and knowledge
base. This has been built up over the years through
associations and programmes such as RAPDASA (the Rapid
Product Development Association of South Africa), CPAM
(the DSI supported Collaborative Programme in Additive
Manufacturing) and Aeroswift and it is supported though a
strong local academic base. We believe that metal 3D
printing will see tremendous growth into the future and
that our local experience base makes this an ideal
technology for South Africa to become a player in the
machine building industry.”
Hyrax – dassie in Afrikaans
“We are proud to be a South African company and
passionate about the local brand. This passion is reflected in
our first product, the Hyrax, or dassie in Afrikaans. This little
hardy creature is well known by every South African
and ingrained in our culture. The dassie may be small, but
it is the closest living relative to the elephant. For us, the
Hyrax not only speaks of our roots, but also our future.”
For further details contact Aditiv Solutions on
072 729 4581 or visit www.aditiv.co.za

First Nissan Navara vehicles to be
manufactured in Africa by Africans

T

he first Nissan
Navara vehicles to
be manufactured in
Africa by Africans have
begun rolling off the
Nissan manufacturing
production facility in
Rosslyn on their way to
South Africa and the
rest of Africa.
The official start
of production (SOP)
was witnessed by
Mike Whitfield, Africa
Regional Business Unit
Managing Director,
Kabelo Rabotho, Nissan South Africa Country Director, Shafick
Solomons, Nissan South Africa Plant Director and a small group
of Nissan employees due to COVID-19 regulations, as the rest
of the company celebrated the milestone virtually.
“This is a significant day for Nissan continentally,” said
Whitfield.
For Solomons, the first vehicle rolling off the production
line is the culmination of an intense period of upskilling and
training of South African staff to meet and exceed Nissan’s
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exacting global
quality standards,
while making Rosslyn
the Japanese
automaker’s light
commercial vehicle
manufacturing hub
for the continent.
“This first Navara
built in our Rosslyn
plant for the African
market is a significant
milestone in the
Navara journey, which
has been unfolding
for a number of years.
It speaks to the long-term commitment of Nissan Motor Limited
to Africa together with the many men and women who have
worked passionately on the project, ensuring that we build the
iconic Navara for the African market within Nissan’s global
quality standards.”
A week ago, Nissan had the privilege of graduating 12
Ghanaian engineers who have returned to their own country
to start setting up Nissan’s first assembly plant in the West
African country next year.

Grinding Media South Africa
makes major investment in melt
shop revitalisation to reduce
environmental impact

C

ompany converts from
about excessive emissions
electric arc furnace
and environmental impact, the
melting to induction
company reviewed alternate
furnace melting to reduce
processes for casting production.
emissions to achieve
It found that one of the highest
environmental compliance,
costs of producing a casting
achieve quality improvements,
centred in the melt operations,
reduce direct costs and
prompting the decision to
enhance its safety incident
upgrade the melt shop in 2020.
awareness accordance.
However, the feasibility and
For over 35 years Grinding
impact studies began long
Media South Africa has
before 2020 when three 10-ton
been supplying grinding
Inductotherm induction furnaces
media for the platinum, gold,
with individual 8 000kW VIP
ferrochrome, base metals,
controls were installed.
Grinding Media South Africa has made a major investment in
power generation and cement
At the outset the mission
its melt shop revitalisation programme to reduce the company’s
industries. The company’s
was also to reduce operating
environmental impact. The company has converted from electric
first manufacturing plant - a
costs by increasing the plant’s
arc furnace melting to induction furnace melting to reduce
high chromium ball plant - was
productivity and efficiency to
emissions to achieve environmental compliance, achieve
commissioned in 1985 to meet
survive in a low-margin, highly
quality improvements, reduce direct costs and enhance
the requirements of the cement
competitive market. Management
its safety incident awareness accordance
and platinum industries, while
believed that the solution was to
still under the stewardship of Scaw Metals, a company within
take advantage of the competitiveness of induction furnace
the global mining company Anglo American plc. Subsequent
technology and other benefits that come with induction.
investments saw major technological improvements and
For over 30 years the melt shop had operated electric arc
capacity expansions at the company’s Union Junction base in
furnaces for primary melting so to change to induction
Germiston, Gauteng.
melting would not only bring benefits but would also present
many challenges.
High chromium media
High chromium media has been established as the
Local participation
accepted standard grinding media for the comminution of
Wherever possible has used local manufacturers for all of
cement and platinum ores. Comminution is a process of
the equipment, fabrication and infrastructure requirements.
reducing the size of ore particles to liberate the minerals in
They have also constructed a 4 000m² building for scrap
preparation for extraction in
separation. This includes a new
downstream processes, and
bunker system for better scrap
classification is installed to
handling and separation.
ensure that liberated minerals
In March 2018 the Industrial
enter the recovery section of
Development Corporation (IDC)
the process plant and those not
and Magotteaux International
ready are recycled.
S.A. announced that they had
reached an agreement on
Forged steel media
extending their partnership
Forged steel media is
regarding Grinding Media South
largely consumed by the gold,
Africa (GMSA). The Scaw Metals
copper and base metal mining
Group already had a long-term
industries. The Forged Plants
relationship with Magotteaux,
are situated on the Union
as the company had been
Junction site with the feed stock
manufacturing high chromium
The equipment Grinding Media South Africa decided to purchase
being supplied from Scaw’s
media under license from
are three Inductotherm 8 000kW VIP Power Trak power supply
rolling mills.
Magotteaux for over 30 years.
and three 10-metric-ton steel frame coreless furnaces, each
Because of increasing
For further details contact
equipped with an air operated clam shell for slag removal,
competition from other
integral high-velocity close-capture fume collection covers (hoods) Grinding Media South Africa
and lining/refractory push out systems. The Inductotherm
foundries, the need to improve
on TEL: 011 842 9000 or visit
equipment is represented in South Africa by Cerefco
its productivity and concern
www.grindingmedia.co.za
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Knorr-Bremse (South Africa)
adds Victor Vturn A20SCV
to CNC turning capabilities

Knorr-Bremse was established in Germany back in 1905 and over the years it has expanded across the globe to become one
of the world’s leading manufacturers of braking systems for rail and commercial vehicles

K

norr-Bremse SA’s 9 000m² factory in Spartan, Kempton
Park is described as a state-of-the-art equipped
manufacturing plant. When you visit the plant, you realise
this is not an overstatement. From the spotless floors to the
many DMG MORI and Okuma machines – 20 CNC machines in
total – that occupy these floors, you can see that complacency
and poor quality are not part of the company’s culture. When
you are manufacturing components and products for the ultracompetitive rail industry - both passenger and freight trains - it
is not on your wish list to be IRIS certified it is a must. The
globally recognised standard is one that companies supplying
to the railway sector have to comply with, to encourage safety
and standardisation in the
industry.
The factory in South
Africa is the only brake
manufacturing company on
the continent to have been
awarded with this highlyregarded certificate.
Pioneers in braking
technology
Knorr-Bremse was
established in Germany back
in 1905 and over the years
it has expanded across the
globe to become one of the
world’s leading manufacturers
of braking systems for rail and
commercial vehicles.
Knorr-Bremse’s South
African subsidiary was
established in 1969 and first

production at its factory in Johannesburg started in 1971,
providing a unique local manufacturing option for the domestic
market.
Today the South African business has two more offices
in Cape Town and Durban, over 200 employees and the
capability to spearhead new projects as well as offer reliable
maintenance for its customers in the rail and commercial
vehicle industry in Africa and beyond.
Knorr-Bremse’s other lines of business in the rail vehicle
systems outside of braking components, include: Automatic,
electro-pneumatic or electric door systems, air conditioning
systems, control components and windscreen wiper systems,
as well as platform screen
doors. In the commercial
vehicle systems sector,
the product range includes
complete braking systems with
driver assistance systems,
as well as torsional vibration
dampers and powertrainrelated solutions such as the
Pneumatic Booster System
(PBS) and transmission control
system for enhanced energy
efficiency and fuel economy.
One of the brand’s most
competitive edges is its
immense longevity in the
business, and with over 100
years to perfect its products,
Knorr-Bremse have invested in a new Victor Vturn A20SCV horizontal
Knorr-Bremse has garnered
turning lathe that is equipped with live tooling, a sub-spindle and a
an enviable reputation for
part catcher amongst other extras. The machine has an X-axis
travel of 135mm + 115mm and a Z-axis travel of 600mm.
pioneering and continuing
The bar capacity is 52mm

to lead the development,
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Knorr-Bremse will be machining 20 different components in
aluminium and brass on the new Victor Vturn A20SCV horizontal
turning lathe

Knorr-Bremse’s South African subsidiary was established in 1969 and
first production at its factory in Johannesburg started in 1971

production, marketing and servicing of state-of-the-art braking
systems.
However, the company has another strategic advantage to
international players looking to grab a piece of Africa’s growing
economic pie – it has 50 years of local experience working in
South Africa’s evolving landscape.
“In the last decade South Africa has been good to KnorrBremse. Canadian manufacturer Bombardier won the contract
and placed its Electrostar passenger trains, which were doing
very well in the UK, on Gautrain. Knorr-Bremse was already
supplying the brake systems, the door systems, and air supply
systems for the Electrostars in the UK, and thus in South Africa
the local company’s role was to provide support for warranty
purposes as well as manufacture some of the components,”
explained Machine Shop and Production Manager Ricky
Govender.
“Through Bombardier this work has continued to keep us
busy.”
“We also secured the contract for the rail brake systems for
the diesel locomotives Transnet was purchasing from General
Electric and the company was awarded Transnet’s contract to
supply the braking systems for the electric locomotives used on
the Sishen-Saldanha iron ore line. The company has also won
other Transnet contracts including the integration of vacuum
brakes into the electro pneumatic brake system on diesel
locomotives.”
“More recently we have been supplying braking systems
and automatic door systems to Gibela to be used in the PRASA
passenger rail upgrade.”

Bremse (South Africa) has concentrated on manufacturing its
own products but we have taken a decision to open up the
excess capacity on our machines to the wider spectrum of
machining.”
“We have a state-of-the-art facility with direct access to the
latest technology emanating from head-office in Germany and
all the other manufacturing facilities around the world and we
are leaders in our field. We want to support and develop the
South African manufacturing industry.”
For further details contact Knorr-Bremse on
TEL: 011 961 7800 or visit www.knorr-bremse.co.za



New Victor Vturn A20SCV horizontal turning lathe
“With all the machining that is necessary for the
components that we manufacture for our products we also
have to make sure that our machines are constantly upgraded.
Not so long ago we installed two DMG MORI DMC 80H
horizontal milling machines.”
“Now we have invested in a new Victor Vturn A20SCV
horizontal turning lathe that is equipped with live tooling, a
sub-spindle and a part catcher amongst other extras.”
“The machine has an X-axis travel of 135mm + 115mm
and a Z-axis travel of 600mm. The bar capacity is 52mm.”
“We will be machining 20 different components in
aluminium and brass on the machine.”
Diversification in machine shop
“Although we are not pigeon holed in the rail industry we
are still looking to diversify even more from the commercial
vehicle systems sector that we also service. Up until now KnorrMETALWORKING NEWS V 20.3 July 2021
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Training on the correct and safe
use of angle grinder consumables
offered at PferdAcademy

The correct handling and application by operators of cutting and grinding machinery
are not only critical in terms of operator safety, but also for the longevity of the machine,
effective and efficient use of the consumables, as well as the quality of the overall end result.
This is why Pferd South Africa is offering operator and distributor training at their
PferdAcademy based in Kempton Park, Gauteng.

P

ferd, manufacturer and distributor of abrasive tool
solutions for work on surfaces and material cutting,
believe that continuous operator training on the correct
use of abrasive consumables enhances their performance and
plays a direct role in the efficient use of equipment.
“There are many factors that come into play during
grinding and cutting applications that impact upon production
and safety. Operator
fatigue, incorrect
tool handling and
operation, crosscontamination of
materials, incorrect
product selection,
limited knowledge of
the machinery being
used, frequency of
applications and
non-adherence
to labelled
guidelines on the
machinery and
consumables itself,
all play an important
performance role,”
said Marius Steyn,
Pferd South Africa’s
Training Manager.
“The
PferdAcademy
training modules are
specifically designed
to address these
issues. The aim is
to correct operator
behaviours in an
effort to reduce
the risk of injury,
tool damage and
loss of production time and enable operators to give a higher
standard and improved attention to the project on hand,” said
Steyn.
With a combination of application-based training, practical
workshops (with a range of industry used equipment),
e-learning or digital learning, operators will be trained by
experienced staff from the world of grinding and cutting
in the correct use and understanding of these specialised
machine tools. The training will include an analysis of
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an individual’s requirements and experience and how to
establish the best possible tool solutions for the tasks that
the operator undertakes. Dedicated training for distributor
and retail staff is also offered to assist with improving the
product and application knowledge of frontline employees,
who interacts directly with customers. The PferdAcademy staff
is also available to conduct on-site training where travel is
difficult due to time
and operational
constraints.
Managers and
supervisors from
companies operating
in this sector of
the industry are
encouraged to
identify candidates
from their operations
who will benefit from
the PferdAcademy
training courses.
Additionally, Pferd
offers a train-thetrainer programme
for companies
to take expertise
learnt from the
PferdAcademy back
to their own working
environment.
This creates an
opportunity for a
greater level of
skills transfer to
factory workers
wanting to enhance
their technical
and operational
knowledge.
As a founding member of the Organisation for the
Safety of Abrasives (oSa), Pferd is committed to ensuring
their products adhere to the highest safety standards and
performance requirements. Pferd is available to assess your
current application and recommend suitable training and
product solutions to improve your overall production efficiency.
For further details contact Pferd South Africa on
TEL: 011 230 4000 or email info@pferd.co.za or visit
www.pferd.co.za

Macsteel reaches
agreement with DTIC
Settles safeguard-duty case and secures two-year reprieve.

T

he Department of Trade, Industry and Competition (DTIC)
and Macsteel have reached a legal settlement in a case
brought by the steel merchant after government extended
the implementation of safeguard duties on hot-rolled coil (HRC)
imports in August last year, according to an Engineering News
report.
The case was settled in the High Court, in Pretoria on
22 June following an agreement that, once the current
8% safeguard expires in August 2021, there would be a
moratorium on the implementation of further safeguard duties
on HRC for at least the next two years.
Thereafter application can be made to the International
Trade Administration Commission of South Africa (ITAC), which
will make its recommendation to the Minister only after a
period of public consultation. Safeguard duties, which have
been imposed over-and-above base protection of 10%, were
initially introduced at a rate of 12% in July 2017, and were
designed to taper to 10% in 2018 and then 8% in 2019, before
expiring at the end of July 2020.
However, government decided, in 2020, to sustain the 8%

safeguard duty, following a request by ArcelorMittal South Africa
(AMSA). The decision has been heavily criticised by domestic
steel consumers, which have experienced steep price hikes
and serious supply disruptions, largely as a result of lockdowns
imposed by governments in response to COVID-19.
Macsteel’s application to have the extension declared
unlawful was served on Trade, Industry and Competition
Minister Ebrahim Patel, as well as the office of the Minister
of Finance, ITAC and the Commissioner of the South African
Revenue Services (Sars). It also sought reimbursement from
Sars for duties paid since the extension was confirmed in
August last year. That claim was abandoned as part of the
settlement.
Macsteel CEO Mike Benfield described the settlement
as a ‘significant victory’ for fabrication businesses and the
downstream sector, adding that the safeguard reprieve would
also ensure more choice in primary steel at competitive pricing.
“Without the safeguard duty, fabricators will be open to
compete on a level playing field and export steel products,
boosting the prospects of the sector,” Benfield added.

Patel looking for R200 billion
in additional localisation

T

rade, Industry and Competition Minister Ebrahim Patel
says that his department’s localisation strategy is gaining
increasing traction, and has now received the support of
30 local chief executives from companies such as Clicks, Anglo
American and Sasol.
Presenting his departmental budget speech to parliament in
May, Patel said the strategy would see the localisation of up to
R200 billion of additional production over a five-year period.
“An initial list of 42 products have been identified for
localisation, and R240 million has been raised from the private
sector to appoint technical experts to drive localisation, bringing
together industrial engineers, supply-chain managers, experts in
dealing with illegal imports, and project managers,” he said.
Patel said that government would also increase its exports
through trade with the rest of the world.
“Trade policy needs to be a source of new jobs and
expansion of the industrial economy. Last year, we secured a
trade surplus of R270 billion, the largest on record, mainly due
to a decrease in import levels, and exports to the US increased
in absolute terms.”
“Agricultural exports have grown and so too the export of
manufactured products such as catalytic converters used to
reduce carbon emissions in cars and trucks, mining equipment,
and cosmetics.”
“Our quantitative study shows that under the right
conditions, meeting localisation targets within the next five years
is possible for a number of key manufacturing sectors including
paper, wood, motor vehicles, ceramic products, glass, basic iron
and steel, and food and beverages. But other manufacturing
sectors are highly unlikely to meet localisation targets without
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significant policy support and macroeconomic tailwinds. These
sectors include printing and publishing, textiles, clothing,
footwear, rubber and machinery and electronic equipment,” a
recent Intellidex research report stated.
Small business development minister Khumbudzo
Ntshavheni said that she was in talks with the Department of
Trade, Industry and Competition to designate more products
under the 100% local content category to support SMMEs in the
local manufacturing sector.
Ntshavheni said: “South Africa runs an open economy, which
means it competes internationally and products are allowed to
be imported into the country. However, the Department of Trade,
Industry and Competition designates certain products for 100%
local content, which means that products that are produced
in other countries in certain categories cannot be allowed into
South Africa because the products that must be in the country
are those products that are produced locally.”
“For instance, we are working with the Department of Trade,
Industry and Competition to designate more products for 100%
or 80% local content to minimise the entrance of other products
in the country. In addition, we are working with the South African
Revenue Service and customs to make sure that those products
that are designated for 100% local content are not allowed
arrive on our shores so we can protect local companies.”
She said the department’s primary responsibility as a
department is to ensure that SMMEs in this country who are
operating in the manufacturing space can produce products
that are of good quality which are also competitive in terms of
pricing to ensure that products that are made outside of the
country do not find traction with our consumers.

SHOPFRONT

FOCUS

NASA Engineering SA reaches
40-year milestone

One of the recent purchases is a Takisawa NEX 110 CNC turning
Center with a 560mm maximum swing, a 350mm maximum turning
diameter, a 635mm maximum turning length, and a 75mm bar work
capacity supplied by 600SA Machine Tools

W

henever you come across the word NASA you
immediately think of the US government agency that
is responsible for science and technology related to air
and space. NASA stands for National Aeronautics and Space
Administration and is very much part of the Space Age, which
started in 1957 with the launch of the Soviet satellite Sputnik.
Mechanical engineers are vitally important to NASA’s
operations and space projects. Whether it’s designing
mechanical ground support equipment, developing shutter
mechanisms for space telescopes, or testing engine
components, there are literally hundreds of jobs you could be

Components machined by NASA Engineering
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A 100% final inspection is carried out on all products to ensure a
consistent supply of NASA quality

asked to work on. You certainly won’t get bored working at
NASA and you’ll also get a chance to work with cutting-edge
technology and be exposed to the latest materials, research,
and engineering concepts.
Upholding the same principles, culture, and ethics as the
US space agency, is South Africa’s NASA Engineering SA. The
word NASA in South Africa is different, purely an amalgamation
of the middle name of the two founders. And the distinction is
that the local company is focused on manufacturing their own
products and spare parts for the mining, quarrying, and civil
engineering industries. With an excellent machining reputation 

NASA Engineering have over 40 CNC machines on the machine shop
floor. The majority are made up of Takisawas and Quasers. These
CNCs are used for turning, milling and grinding

that spans nearly 40 years, the company has been engaged
in the manufacture and machining of components for OEM
products that are also involved in the above industries. NASA
Engineering SA also manufactures specialised equipment for
the trucking and food processing industries.
“Right from inception in September 1981, NASA decided
that quality precision work with reliable deliveries was a critical
factor and up until the present, this mission has been met
time after time. We have and continue to use state-of-the-art
equipment to successfully compete in the marketplace. Our
sound business ethics, quality work, and solid dedication
have resulted in
very successful
partnerships with
the major mining
and manufacturing
companies,” said
founder and Director
Jose Valentim.
“Although the
company started
off as a general
engineering
machining shop
it soon became
clear to us that
if we wanted to
become a player
in the industry,
we would have to
manufacture our
own products and
we chose pneumatic
and hydraulic rock
drilling equipment
as our primary
groups.”
“Historically, we
had been producing
components for the
OEM mining supply
companies Seco
(Steel Engineering)
and Boart, so we
had a connection
with the mining
industry and this
influenced our
decision.”

to the rockdrill. Water is fed through the machine and down
the length of the drill steel, emerging at the bit. The primary
functions of the water are to remove the “cuttings from the
drilled hole, provide cooling, and to, importantly, suppress
dust. Rockdrills are typically used to drill holes of up to 3m in
length in both development and stoping. A drilled development
round is normally 2m in depth.”
“We have been manufacturing a range of standard
rockdrills for blast hole drilling in development ends and
narrow vein stopes. Typically the S215 Rockdrill is the industry
standard in South Africa and the region for stoping with the 

Handheld
rockdrill equipment
Rockdrills, or
more commonly
referred to as
jackhammers, are
compressed airpowered, handheld
machines that are
typically operated by
a crew of two men.
The machine is
commonly mounted
on an airleg which
is a pneumatic
leg to assist in
providing thrust
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This year the company purchased a Quaser MV215CPL, a generalpurpose vertical machining center, supplied by 600SA Machine Tools

All assembled rockdrills are tested to make sure they meet the new
Noise Attenuation legislation

more powerful S25 Rockdrill being used in development. The
S215 is lightweight and its high-performance makes it ideally
suited to both drilling and manipulation in low stoping height
conditions.”
“Our S21B “Blower” Rockdrill is a tough, reliable drill
suitable for drilling in quarrying and civil engineering practices.
Whilst designed for “dry drilling” applications, it can be
adapted for water flushing. The S21B Blower rockdrill can
also be used in stitch hole drilling and block splitting in the
dimensional stone industry and in blasthole drilling in quarries
and civil engineering sites.”
“The NB35 Breaker is the perfect companion for the
quarry, dimension stone, mining, and civil engineering fields.
It is a heavy-duty, hard-hitting rotational breaker capable of
cutting tarmac and breaking up reinforced concrete, brickwork,
and roadways on demolition and construction sites.”

sinking.
The S36IR has been fitted to tracked rigs for open cast
mining and quarrying applications.
“The S36 Konkola is a powerful 114mm drifter type
rockdrill with reversible ratchet ring / rifle bar rotation
mechanism. It is designed for long-hole drilling in underground
mining applications where ease of access is restricted.”
“Because of the nature of applications where handheld
rockdrills are used, and to alleviate the application of the
rockdrills and to make the drilling operation more manageable,
we also manufacture the NASA Retractable Airlegs. These
are designed for use with the NASA S215 and S25 range of
handheld rockdrills, but may be used with any drill of similar
characteristics. They are designed to provide thrust to the
rockdrill during the drilling operation and to automatically
retract on completion of each drilled hole. The rockdrill and
airleg combination work reliably in the rugged environment
of underground mining and are used in both stoping and
development drilling applications.”
“We also manufacture four models of Hydraulic Drifters for
the different mining applications as per client requests.”
“Over 25 years DTH Hammers used in water exploration
and open cast mining are also one of our lines of production
and the sizes manufactured ranges from 3” to 12” using
different types of drilling bits and a working pressure of 14 to
30 bars.”
“We are a major supplier in South Africa and export into
Sub-Saharan Africa, to include Zimbabwe, Namibia, Zambia
and Botswana. We also export to Canada in North America
and Peru in South America.”


Long-hole mounted drifter rockdrills and the ancillary
equipment
The S36IR 114mm Independent Drifter, combined with
a Cradle Mounted Screw Feed System and Remote Control
is the pneumatic machine of choice for long-hole drilling. By
design, the rate of rotation of the drill rods can be controlled
independently of the percussion. This setup is capable of
drilling 51mm (2”) holes beyond 60m in-depth in any direction.
Such holes can then be reamed to a larger size (up to 114mm
(4 ½”) for drainage and communication links between the
levels underground.
The S36IR is also used in larger development ends and for
rock-support (roof-bolting) applications, raise boring, and shaft

Founder and Director Jose Valentim
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The assembly department

The first CNC machine NASA Engineering purchased just
under 40 years ago was a Takisawa TX 2 lathe.
That machine still operates today

The company will machine and assemble components for clients
that are not in the mining industry

Manufacturing facilities
“Besides manufacturing the prime equipment that we
sell we also manufacture the full range of replacement
components and spares. We have over R35million of spares in
stock and will always have multiples of components so that we
can offer a fast turnaround service.”

“Virtually half of the materials that we machine are forgings and
the others are mainly made up of rolled bars and castings. There is,
however, a big shift from castings to solid steel blocks or billets
because of the high rejection rate on castings due to porosity.”
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“Taking this into account we have over 40 CNC machines
on our floor. The majority are made up of Takisawas and
Quasers. These CNCs are used for turning, milling and
grinding.”
“Amongst them, we have Quaser double pallet machines
and a number that have 4th-axis machining capabilities and
live tooling.”
“There are other conventional machines for turning,
milling, grinding, gear cutting, slotting, deep-hole drilling and
broaching that have been automated to improve production
efficiencies.”
“The first CNC machine I purchased just under 40 years
ago was a Takisawa TX 2 lathe. That machine still operates
today.”
“The newest machines that we have purchased this
year are a Quaser MV205CPL, a general-purpose vertical
machining center, and a Takisawa NEX 110 CNC turning
Center with a 560mm maximum swing, a 350mm maximum
turning diameter, a 635mm maximum turning length, and a
75mm bar work capacity. Both machines have been supplied
by 600SA Machine Tools.”
“We also have cutting and bending equipment, and a
comprehensive welding facility (including MIG/TIG). In this
department, we manufacture components for our rockdrills
and ancillary equipment as well as other components that

“We also have cutting and bending equipment, and
a comprehensive welding facility (including MIG/TIG).
In this department, we manufacture components for our
rockdrills and ancillary equipment as well as other components
that assist our clients in their endeavours, such as
shank adaptors and water boxes.”



NASA Engineering does its own deep-hole drilling

About 50% of the components that NASA Engineering machines are
forgings

assist our clients in their endeavours, such as shank adaptors
and water boxes.”
“Virtually half of the materials that we machine are
forgings and the others are mainly made up of rolled bars and
castings. There is, however, a big shift from castings to solid
steel blocks or billets because of the high rejection rate on
castings due to porosity.”
“Besides the supply of poor castings being very costly
these load shedding (power) occasions are costing us
enormously not only in time but also damage to material and
tooling. We have lost six shifts over a two-week period and
at over R200 000 per shift that is adding up to a sizeable
amount.”
“This, coupled with an acute shortage of raw materials
(particularly alloy steels), and there is nothing that business
can do.”
“The cost of material has also rocketed and supply is a
challenging exercise. For instance, we placed an order with
ArcelorMittal in March 2020, it took 13 months for receipt
of delivery for that order. It is not acceptable and it is killing
manufacturing in South Africa.”
“With these obstacles that are put in front of us we are
being stretched and our ability to survive is becoming more
and more difficult. And this is not even taking into account the
tragic COVID-19 pandemic.”

within our operations to ensure consistency of all products
that we manufacture.”
“All the components manufactured by us are individually
and thoroughly checked during the manufacturing process. A
100% final inspection is carried out on all products to ensure
a consistent supply of NASA quality. We have over 2 800 line
items and are regarded as a repetitive CNC milling and turning
machine shop so we are inspecting hundreds of components
every day.”

Quality control facilities
“In accordance with our in-house quality management
system, we have written procedures covering all the aspects

NASA Engineering have over 2 800 line items and are regarded as a
repetitive CNC milling and turning machine shop and will keep
multiples of components and spares to assist in quick supply to
clients
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Safety, health and environment
“On our assembled rockdrills, we have worked closely over
the years with the major mining houses, the Minerals Council
and the DMER on Noise Attenuation and all our equipment is
well within the new legislation of 107 dB(A), which is set to be
enforced in 2024.”
100% proudly South African
“The Mining Charter stipulates that a minimum of 70% (by
value) of mining goods must be manufactured or assembled
in South Africa. This requires that at least 60% of local content
be used during manufacture or assembly. We are way above
that and are virtually 100% local content. If it is a component
that we do not manufacture then we will source it locally.”
“At the moment we employ 104 staff, we occupy 8 000m²
with 5 500m² under roof.”
For further details contact NASA Engineering SA
on Tel: 011 908 4534 or visit the website at
www.nasaengineering.co.za

Amongst the CNC machines NASA Engineering have a number of
Quaser double pallet machines and a number that have 4th-axis
machining capabilities and live tooling

Patience, experience and risk

reap the rewards for Mill Turn Engineering

E

stablished in 2013
nothing in the factory
and now in its
except the machines – no
eighth year, Mill Turn
toolboxes and only some
Engineering (PTY) Ltd, based
jaws for the lathe. We
in Okavango Park in Cape
started from scratch.”
Town are specialists in CNC
As Schuurman had
turning, CNC milling, CNC
closed its engineering
programming, tool and die
side of the business this
manufacturing, product
presented an opportunity
development and design.
for Williams to approach
Managing Director Wayne
his previous clients. The
Williams comes from a
challenge though was that
technical school background.
these clients didn’t know
He finished school at Eden
Williams – all they knew
Technical High School,
was that the components
formerly Hoër Tegniese
were coming from
Skool PW Botha in George
Schuurman. This is why a
in the Southern Cape, and
sound business acumen
was always experimenting
covering all aspects of
on a machine tool growing
your business is so useful
The newly-designed Lynx 2100 2-axis horizontal turning centers are compact when it comes to being
up. He went on to do an
in size and huge in productivity. Equipped with the Doosan Fanuc i Plus
apprenticeship with Atlantis
an entrepreneur and
control panel, the user experience is enhanced by the operating convenience
Diesel Engines (ADE) now
starting your own business.
that incorporates common-design buttons and layout, and features the
Atlantis Foundries, but had
Basically, you could call
Qwerty keyboard for fast and easy operation. Using the Doosan EZ-Guide i,
to leave during the transition
Wayne a one-stop-shop
users can create a cutting programme for any desired shape, including
process of ADE’s sale years
as it stood – he was the
patterns, by entering the appropriate figures only
ago due to retrenchments
salesman, setting the
and there not being a need for taking on qualified artisans
machines, machining everything himself and even doing his
at the time. Williams eventually secured a job at Schuurman
own deliveries of machined components to his clients.
Engineering and worked there for roughly six years. He
Gradually the business grew and Williams was able to take
eventually ended up running the CNC section and from there
on more staff and purchase more machines. During this time,
grew an interest in tooling and sales.
he also bought his partner out and now employs eight staff in
His career then took him to Spectra Carbide where he spent
total including his wife Shelly-Ann.
the next nine years further honing his skills. For the last three
Williams describes the brief halt to production during the
of those years, Williams was based in Johannesburg where he
first COVID-19 wave and lockdown as a blessing as very quickly
headed up the sales division. It was here where he decided it
they were able to get back to manufacturing components that
was time to work for himself.
were deemed essential. Being an all-round sports fanatic, and
“I had all the machining skills and background basics. So,
in particular an avid kiteboarder and mountain biker, Williams
with a partner, we put our money together and bought two
also used the opportunity to fill a gap for a product that was in
machines – an old Mori Seiki and a Leadwell V40. There was
high demand, not readily available due to supply constraints, 

Components being machined
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Where it all began, an old Mori Seiki SL-15 that has served
Williams well over the years

One of Mill Turn’s first milling machines, a Leadwell V40 vertical
machining center

The newly-designed Lynx 2100 2-axis horizontal turning centers have
a small footprint but deliver huge productivity gains. The machines
are tough, reliable and deliver excellent cutting capabilities

and one that had an expensive price tag during a pandemic –
rollers for bicycles so that people could stay fit at home with
the equipment being designed for the stationary peddling of a
bicycle.
Just keeping up with the demand was a challenge, but
on top of this, Williams started making various other bicycle
components too from shock bushings to axles and derailleur
hangers and mounting bolts for shocks.
Mill Turn Engineering is a general engineering shop that can
also do one-offs too and no customer would be turned away as
Williams loves finding solutions to problems.

Components
Mill Turn manufacture many different glass standoff
and balustrading components as well as pump internals,
bolts, shafts, a whole range of sensor units for use in mining
operations, derailleur hangers, shower fittings, and spigots, all
manufactured from various grades of steel, as well as plastic
components for the wine and bottling industry.
“We’re not bound to one type of component. I don’t like to
be put in a box, because what if that work dries up – and that’s
why we have always wanted to be able to make a range
of components.”
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All components are manufactured from various grades of steel, as
well as plastic components for the wine and bottling industry

The number of components produced
depends on what is on order and numbers
vary greatly between components

Mill Turn Engineering’s newly-designed Lynx 2100 2-axis horizontal
turning center

80% of Mill Turn’s components are
manufactured for the local market

Mill Turn manufacture many different glass standoff and balustrading
components as well as pump internals, bolts, shafts, a whole range
of sensor units for use in mining operations, derailleur hangers,
shower fittings, and spigots
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Components manufactured and finished by
Mill Turn Engineering are used in a variety
of industries

Mill Turn Engineering (PTY) Ltd, based in Okavango Park in
Cape Town are specialists in CNC turning, CNC milling,
CNC programming, tool and die manufacturing,
product development and design



The number of components produced depends on what
is on order and numbers vary greatly between components.
It is a given that a strong workholding understanding is key to
manufacturing a quality component time after time, but skilled
problem solvers like Williams are even more fortunate to be
able to rely on their experience of being an artisan to be able
to create efficient workholding methods and solutions, for
example the efficient milling of parts with complex profiles. To
instil this philosophy in your employees and have that reflect in
their work is the sign of a successful business.
80% of Mill Turn’s components are manufactured for the
local market, but
supply delays from
China in terms of
both raw material
and already
manufactured
components has
been good as
it’s given rise to
further machining
opportunities for
Mill Turn to pursue.

common-design buttons and layout, and features the Qwerty
keyboard and touch screen for fast and easy operation.
Using the Doosan EZ-Guide i, users can create a cutting
programme for any desired shape, including patterns, by
entering the appropriate figures only. Enter the dimensions of
the desired shape and a cutting programme is automatically
created with the entered values.
This is a feature that appeals to Williams greatly, and
although bound to 2-axis, his imagination is not.
For further details contact Mill Turn Engineering (PTY) Ltd
on TEL: +27 (79) 705-3778 or email info@millturn.co.za

New machine
Nothing is quite
as exciting as new
equipment and
Williams insists
he doesn’t need
massive machines
hence opting
for a compact
horizontal turning
center supplied
by Puma Machine
Tools – a Doosan
Lynx 2100LB. The
high-performance
compact turning
center boasts
superior machining
performance,
reliability, and user
convenience and its
software technology
interface is perfect
for someone like
Williams and his
team.
Doosan Fanuc
i Plus
The Doosan
Fanuc i Plus
control is optimised
for maximising
customer
productivity and
convenience. A
15-inch screen and
New OP Doosan
Fanuc i Plus
operation panel
enhances operating
convenience by
incorporating
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Stainless competence

S

tainless steel has long been
Stainless steel belongs to one
one of the main engineering
type or another, which enables
materials. Products made
estimating machinability and
of stainless steel are common
selecting the required cutting tool.
everywhere - in turbomachinery,
In cutting tool design, the type of
cookware, aerospace engineering,
stainless steel is a major factor for
surgery, oil and gas and in the
forming cutting geometry, choosing
food industries. Such a wide use
tool material (particularly carbide
of stainless steel is explained by
grade), and deciding about coolant
the most important property of
supply.
this material - its resistance to
From a machinability point
corrosion.
of view, ferritic and martensitic
Stainless and corrosion
stainless steel is very similar to
free steel are generally used
high-alloy steel. Therefore, standard
synonymously, along with other
ISO 513, which specifies the main
terms such as rust-resistant steel,
groups of cutting tool applications,
inox steel, and non-corrosive
classifies ferritic and martensitic
steel. Stainless, originally
stainless steel as ISO P. However,
meaning free of red rust stains,
the situation with austenitic, duplex
was developed as a result of iron
and PH steel is totally different.
oxidising. Corrosion is caused by
These types of stainless steel
chemical and physical-chemical
feature poor machinability and
Based on accumulated experience, Iscar has developed three
reactions. There are different
their machining is specified as
new chipformers for ISO turning inserts
types of corrosion. Stainless steel
ISO M.
can be divided into the following
Machinability is also influenced
groups, according to their main functional features: Corrosionby heat treatment. When cutting ISO M stainless steel, due
resistant steel - resistant to corrosion under normal conditions;
to the low machinability of this material, a cutting tool edge
Oxidation or rust-resistant steel - resistant to corrosion under
works under heavy load conditions. When beginning with poor
high temperatures in aggressive environments; Heat-resistant
heat conduction of such steel a high-temperature causes
or high-temperature steel that does not change its strength
thermal cracking. Self-hardening, due to material deformation
under high temperature stress.
during machining, leads to plastic
Therefore, corrosion-resistant
deformation and a fracture.
steel can be considered a
High material strength results
type of stainless steel. The
in intensive fatigue wear and
functional features of these
breakage. The tendency of material
stainless steel groups determine
sticking contributes to a built-upthe choice of a steel grade
edge formation.
as a material for cutting tool
The ISO S group of applications
design. For a manufacturer
considers machining highinvolved in machining stainless
temperature super alloys (HTSA),
steel, the key parameter is
titanium, and titanium alloys.
machinability. The machinability
Among a wide range of HTSA,
of stainless steel relates to a
there are iron-based alloys that, in
steel content and structure.
fact, are heat-resistant stainless
Accordingly, stainless steel
steels and their machinability
is classified by the following
leaves much to be desired. Hence,
types: Chrome stainless steel;
stainless steel is a whole class
ferritic, martensitic and ferriticof engineering materials, which
martensitic, chrome-nickel
differs by content, property and
stainless steel, austenitic and
machinability. Machining stainless
super austenitic and duplex
steel requires tools, varied in
(ferritic-austenitic).
cutting geometry and tool material,
From a machinability point of view, ferritic and martensitic
In addition, there is
that cover three main groups of
stainless steel is very similar to high-alloy steel. Therefore,
a separate category of
application: ISO P, M, and S.
standard ISO 513, which specifies the main groups of cutting tool
precipitation-hardening (PH)
The metalworking industry
applications, classifies ferritic and martensitic stainless steel as
stainless steel, which can be
needs
more and more effective
ISO P. However, the situation with austenitic, duplex and PH
both martensitic and semitools for stainless steel machining
steel is totally different. These types of stainless steel feature
austenitic.
and cutting tool producers are

poor machinability and their machining is specified as ISO M
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in constant search of an appropriate
answer to the growing industrial
demands. Despite a long history of
stainless steel machining, cutting tool
manufacturers contrive to find new
sources for innovative developments
and improving existing solutions. The
latest products of Iscar, one of the
cutting tool leaders in the world, clearly
supports this conclusion.

carbide grade IC5500 in drilling had
a direct impact on expanding the
application range of the grade, and
was later adopted by the indexable
milling product line. The family of
milling cutters with round inserts
has recently expanded with new
tools intended for machining profile
surfaces, especially the working
surfaces of blades in turbomachinery.
The new inserts are available in two
Turning tools
design versions. The first version,
Based on accumulated experience,
produced from grade IC5820, is
Iscar has developed three new
directed to machining austenitic,
chipformers for ISO turning inserts.
duplex, and precipitation-hardening
The chipformers, which determine
stainless steel (ISO M and ISO S
the profile of an insert rake face, are
groups). The second version, made
designated R3M, M3M and F3 and
from carbide grade IC5500, is intended
The technical capabilities of a cutting tool are
specify the main fields of application
for milling ferritic and martensitic
largely determined by its properties. In drilling
- rough, medium-duty, and finish
steel
(ISO P group). Using grade
stainless steel, many of the latest Iscar
turning stainless steel. They are used
IC5500, well-proven in drilling, as the
developments have been aimed at creating better
tool material
in both negative and positive turning
material for the round insert, provides
insert designs. Typical features of the
considerably increased cutting speeds.
chipformers are a specially shaped deflector for better chip
An interesting solution of improving performance in
control and a wavy surface to prevent chip hammering. The
machining austenitic, duplex, and precipitation-hardening
3D modelling of the chip flow greatly contributed to forming
stainless steel (ISO M and ISO S groups) is represented by the
the deflector during the design stage. To help identify the
recently developed family of five-flute solid carbide endmills.
chipformer, there is an engraved contour around the hole of
The endmill concept utilises the vibration-proof principle and
the insert and each chipformer is characterised by the number
gained successful recognition of Iscar's ChatterFree products of contour curves.
variable angular pitch and different flute helix portions. A new
According to Iscar experts, in combination with the most
element is a sub-flute wear control mechanism. The endmills
advanced carbide grades that feature applying Iscar’s postare made from a new PVD coated hard submicron carbide
coating treatment technology SumoTech, the new chipformers
grade IC608. The combination of the chatter-free approach,
provide higher performance and increase tool life.
the sub-flutes, a reinforced taper core, and the advanced
In the metalworking industry, Swiss-type machine tools
wear-resistant grade in the endmill design brought about a
are very popular for manufacturing small-sized stainless steel
noticeable increase of tool life.
parts, particularly for aerospace and medicine products. The
recently introduced inserts for grooving and turning with a new
Effective cooling – a stepping stone to success
NX chipformer, which enriched the Iscar SwissCut Innoval Line,
When machining difficult-to-cut stainless steel, in many
were developed specifically for these machining tools. The new
cases, effective coolant supply is a factor in performance
chipformer considerably improves chip control in machining
optimisation. The TangSlit slitting cutters with coolant
stainless steel. As in the previous case, 3D modelling of a chip
channels directed to each cutting edge, that were introduced
formation facilitated in finding the optimal chipformer shape.
over the past few years, provide a reasonable solution to the
In parting and grooving, Iscar launched two new carbide
customer. The cutters, suitable for either low (up to 10 bar) or
grades with PVD TiAlN coating for machining stainless steel:
high (up to 340 bar) coolant pressure, reach increasing cutting
IC1010 for medium to high cutting speeds and IC1030 for low
speeds of up to 50% and ensure efficient chip disposal and
to medium cutting speeds.
improved surface finish.
Following the growing demands for
Rotating tools
machining with high-pressure coolant
The technical capabilities of a
supply, Iscar added new adapters with
cutting tool are largely determined
inner coolant channels to the threading
by its properties. In drilling stainless
tools. The adapters carry highly
steel, many of the latest Iscar
economical inserts with 10 cutting
developments have been aimed at
corners.
creating better tool material, which
Demands for more and more
has resulted in two new carbide
efficient tools for machining stainless
grades: IC806 and IC5500. IC806
steel require an appropriate response
with PVD coating is dedicated mainly
from the cutting tool manufacturer. High
for deep drilling difficult-to-cut heat
competence and expertise, multiplied by
resistant stainless steel (ISO S
an innovative initiative, is the decisive
and ISO M groups), while IC5500,
point here and the way to progress.
which features both a new substrate
Iscar remains determined and will
and a CVD coating, ensures high
continue following this practice in future
performance in drilling ferritic and
developments.
martensitic stainless steel (ISO P
For further details contact Iscar
When machining difficult-to-cut stainless steel, in
many cases, effective coolant supply is a factor in
group).
South Africa on TEL: 011 997 2700 or
performance optimisation
The impressive results of the
visit www.iscar.com
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DMG MORI to build new

production plant in Egypt –
Africa’s first machine tool factory
Made in Africa – for Africa: Joint Venture for intensified industrialisation in Africa.

D

MG MORI
is building
Africa’s first
machine tool factory
in Cairo. This was
officially decided
at a meeting with
Egypt’s President
Abdel Fattah El-Sisi.
In the presence of
Prime Minister Dr.
Mostafa Madbouly,
Chairman of the
Executive Board
Christian Thönes
and AOI President
Lt. Gen. Abdel
Moneam Al Tarras
signed a pioneering
cooperation
agreement.
“Egypt is the door to Africa, a continent full of potential
and high demand for future technologies. With our Smart
Factory, we are accelerating the industrialisation of this
country, creating new jobs and offering attractive educational
opportunities,” says Christian Thönes, Chairman of the
Executive Board of DMG MORI Aktiengesellschaft.
Made in Africa for
Africa by Egypt
Together with its
long-standing partner
Arab Organisation for
Industrialisation (AOI),
DMG MORI is investing
in an approximately
20 000m², highly
automated and fully
digitised production
plant for turning and
milling machines. The
cutting-edge production
shows the full potential
of holistic technology
solutions: Flexible
automation, end-to-end
digitisation, state-ofthe-art flow assembly
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with AGV transport
systems (Automated
Guided Vehicles).
Production is
aligned to an
annual capacity
of over 1 000
machines. The
DMG MORI GEMAS
(German Egyptian
Manufacturing
Solutions) joint
venture will be built
on a total area of
around 60 000m²
near Cairo Airport.
The Grand Opening
is planned for
autumn 2023.
High-precision
machine tools from DMG MORI are a guarantee for progress
and are at the beginning of global value chains. A strong
manufacturing industry is key to a competitive economy, the
enabler of numerous technologies and the basis for over
40 industries such as aerospace, railway, energy as well as
automotive, die and mould. Future technologies can only
be utilised optimally with well-qualified employees. DMG
MORI offers particularly young people good prospects with
targeted training and
further education
programs for industrial
manufacturing. For
this reason, DMG
MORI Academy GmbH
will offer state-of-theart CNC training in
the new production
plant. DMG MORI is
also planning a major
training offensive at
Egyptian schools and
universities to prepare
the predominantly
young, motivated
population - 60% of
Egyptians are under
the age of 30 - for a
modern working world.

EMO Milano 2021 –
4 to 9 October 2021
Green light to exhibition activity. The rules for mobility across EU countries and
between the European Union and the United States are at an advanced stage.
Tax incentives established by the Italian government: A great opportunity
for exhibitors from all over the world.

A

fter a two-year hiatus EMO Milano,
one of the leading exhibitions for the
world’s metalworking machine tool
manufacturing industry, makes its comeback
in Milan, Italy. Promoted by CECIMO, the
European Machine Tool Industry Association,
the event offers an important business
opportunity for exhibitors from all over the
world to display their latest innovations.
The green light has been given to
exhibition activity. The rules for mobility
across EU countries and between the
European Union and the United States are at an advanced
stage. From 15 June, exhibition activity was allowed to start
again in Italy, earlier than expected as July had previously
been indicated as the green light date. The progress of
the vaccination campaign and the agreements on the free
mobility of people across EU countries and between the
European Union and other countries, principally the United
States, represent a further reassurance for the success of
EMO MILANO 2021, the world machine tool trade show, for
which numerous applications to exhibit are continuing to be
sent from around the world.
The aim of EMO Milano 2021 is to represent the
articulated world
of metalworking
in the best way,
combining vision
and innovation,
supported also
by the package of
incentive measures
established by the
Italian government
authorities for the
purchase of new,
traditional and
digital production
systems. The event
is also a good
opportunity to
identify and fulfil
Italian demand
for metalworking
machine tools, as
well as the demand expressed by foreign operators.
During the fair, particular attention is given to metal
forming and metal cutting machine tools, production systems,
enabling technologies, solutions for interconnected and digital
factories and additive manufacturing. For this reason, EMO
Milano 2021 also serves as a meeting point for the most
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qualified operators of the industry interested
in planning new investments in production
technology.
To date, there are 28 countries
represented among the exhibitors of the next
edition of EMO. Italy, Germany, Taiwan, Spain,
Switzerland, Japan, Korea, China and the
United States are the nations with the largest
number of exhibiting companies.
Agathon, Autodesk, Biglia, Beijing Jingdiao,
BLM Group, Brother Industries, D’Andrea,
Danobat, Doosan Machine Tools, DMG MORI,
Fagor, Fanuc Automation, Framag, Ficep, Galdabini, Gasparini,
Gf Machining Solutions, Ghiringhelli, Grinding Technology,
Haas, Heidenhain, Hurco, Hwacheon, Index, Junker, Kapp
Niles, Kellenberger, LNS, Losma, Matsuura, Makino, Marposs,
Mazak, Mcm, Mitsubishi, Mitutoyo, Murata Machinery, MVD,
Nakamura-Tome, Nomura Ds, Okuma, Omera, OMV, Pama,
Parpas, Renishaw, Rosa, Salvagnini, Schneeberger, Siemens,
Soraluce, SW, Thk, Tornos, United Grinding Group, Victor, WFL,
Yasda, YCM, YG and Zayer are just a few of the companies
that have already confirmed their participation in EMO Milano
2021.
Luigi Galdabini, General Commissioner of EMO Milano
2021, stated:
“Availability of
vaccines, forecasts
of growth with
regard to demand
for machine tools
in all the main
areas of the world
and the important
incentive measures
for investment in
new production
technologies
established by the
Italian government
make up a really
favourable context
for EMO Milano
2021, to the benefit
of all those who will
exhibit at the event.”
According to the data processed by Oxford Economics,
after the collapse in consumption registered in 2020, in 2021
the world demand for machine tools should grow by 18.4%
to 61 billion euro, (Asia 33 billion euro, +15.6%; Europe 17
billion euro, +23.5%; Americas 12 billion euro, +19.7%).
For further details visit www.emo-milano.com

Bystronic AG starts
trading on the Swiss
stock exchange

B

ystronic AG started trading on the Swiss Stock
Exchange from 3 May in what it said was a historic day
for the company.
At the Annual General Meeting on 21 April, shareholders
approved the change of name from Conzzeta AG to Bystronic
AG and it trade under the name BYS. The change of name
is the result of the strategic transformation focusing on
the sheet metal processing segment (Bystronic) and the
divestment of all other business operations announced by
Conzzeta in late 2019.
The listed registered shares of Conzzeta AG have been
transferred to Bystronic AG. The Conzzeta board of directors
is now the new board of directors of Bystronic AG.
CEO Alex Waser said: “This is a historic moment. I am
proud to share this special day with our customers, investors,
and the entire Bystronic team around the globe.”

The company explains that it is positioning itself in a
future-oriented market as a modern, agile company that is
managed in a sustainable manner. In this context, Bystronic
presented its Strategy 2025 in November 2020. Waser says:
“Bystronic will position itself even closer to the customer with
new and innovative solutions.”
The company says by leveraging the innovative drive of
our employees and with an even stronger focus on software
and customer service, we will achieve our ambitious goals.
It is investing in subsidiaries around the globe to boost
capacity to respond even more rapidly to customer and
market needs in the future.
And as a supplier of end-to-end solutions, it offers
customised smart factory solutions consisting of integrated
individual systems that form a networked manufacturing
environment.

Volvo Cars is first car maker to
explore fossil-free steel with SSAB

V

olvo Cars is teaming up
with Swedish steel maker
SSAB to jointly explore
the development of fossil-free,
high-quality steel for use in the
automotive industry.
The collaboration makes Volvo
Cars the first car maker to work with
SSAB and its HYBRIT initiative, the
steel industry’s most ambitious and
advanced projects in fossil-free steel
development.
HYBRIT was started by SSAB,
iron ore producer LKAB and energy
firm Vattenfall. It aims to replace coking coal, traditionally
needed for iron ore-based steelmaking, with fossil-free
electricity and hydrogen. The result is expected to be the
world’s first fossil-free steelmaking technology, with virtually
no carbon footprint.
As part of the collaboration, Volvo Cars will be the first car
maker to secure SSAB steel made from hydrogen-reduced iron
from HYBRIT’s pilot plant in Luleå, Sweden. This steel will be
used for testing purposes and may be used in a concept car.
In 2026, SSAB aims to supply the market with fossil-free
steel at a commercial scale. Volvo Cars aims to also be the
first car maker to use fossil-free steel for its own production
cars.
“As we continuously reduce our total carbon footprint,
we know that steel is a major area for further progress,”
said Håkan Samuelsson, chief executive at Volvo Cars. “The
collaboration with SSAB on fossil-free steel development
could give significant emission reductions in our supply
chain.”
“We are building an entirely fossil-free value chain all the
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way to the end customer,” Martin
Lindqvist, President and CEO at
SSAB said. “Our breakthrough
technology has virtually no carbon
footprint and will help strengthen
our customer’s competitiveness.
Together with Volvo Cars, we aim to
develop fossil-free steel products for
the cars of the future.”
The global steel industry
accounts for around seven per cent
of global direct carbon emissions,
due to the fact that the industry
is currently dominated by an iron
ore-based steel making technology, using blast furnaces
depending on coking coal.
For Volvo Cars, the CO2 emissions related to steel and
iron production for its cars amount to around 35 per cent in a
traditionally powered car and 20 per cent in a fully electric car
of the total CO2 emissions from the material and production
of the components going into the car.
The collaboration with SSAB is the latest initiative that
supports Volvo Cars overall climate action plan, one of the
most ambitious in the car industry. The centrepiece of the
plan is Volvo Cars’ ambition to be a fully electric car brand by
2030, with only pure electric cars in its line-up.
Yet the plan goes beyond addressing tailpipe emissions
through all-out electrification and also seeks to tackle carbon
emissions in the company’s wider operations, its supply chain
and through recycling and reuse of materials.
In the short-term, these and other steps aim to reduce
the life cycle carbon footprint per car by 40 per cent between
2018 and 2025. By 2040, Volvo Cars’ ambition is to be a
climate neutral company.

BMW unveils new tungsten recycling
programme, 60% CO2 emissions cut

T

he BMW Group is making
precision machining of e-drive
raw materials considered
housings. The tools are usually
to be so-called conflict
resold as scrap at the end of
minerals a special focus of
their useful life. In June 2021,
its sustainability strategy.
the BMW Group gradually began
This includes ores where
collecting this tool scrap from its
mining or trading is often
plants in Germany and Austria for
associated with violations
recycling by the Austrian mining
of environmental and social
company Wolfram Bergbau und
standards. Tungsten is
Hütten AG. Tool scrap contains
an example of this. Once
an average of more than 80%
considered an irritating
tungsten. This is then treated
by-product of tin mining,
using a special method to
since it “ate up” the tin ore, it
produce secondary tungsten in
took a few hundred years for
powdered form. The electricity
carbide’s unique properties
required for this comes from
BMW unveils new tungsten recycling programme,
to be recognised. Heavy like
100% renewable, local energy
60% CO2 emissions cut
gold, hard as a diamond and
sources.
dozens of times more heat-resistant than iron. Today, it can
This dark grey tungsten powder can then be used to
be found in the vibration alarm of mobile phones and light
produce new tools. The BMW Group already demonstrated this
bulb filaments, as well as drill and milling bits for industrial
material cycle with a small quantity of tool scrap as part of a
machinery used in producing cars.
pilot project in which tool manufacturer Gühring KG in Berlin
The BMW Group has now created a closed-loop material
produced new drill and milling bits from the recycled tungsten.
cycle for this unique metal and is
These drill and milling bits are already
collecting old drill and milling bits at
being used at BMW Group plants.
its plants in Germany and Austria for
Following successful implementation of
recycling. The secondary tungsten
the pilot project, this material cycle is
obtained in this way will then be
now being expanded to include carbide
used to manufacture new milling
tool scrap at all plants in Germany and
and drilling tools. This reduces the
Austria. These plants generate almost
amount of tungsten required by seven
nine tons of scrap from carbide tools
tons per year. Compared to using
every year: On average, this contains
primary tungsten, this also reduces
more than seven tons of recyclable
energy consumption by 70% and CO2
tungsten. About half of this comes from
emissions by more than 60%.
the BMW Group plant in Steyr, Austria.
“Responsible management of
natural resources plays a key role in
Virtually full transparency over 3TG
The BMW Group is making raw materials considered
our sustainability goals. We plan to
supply chain
to be so-called conflict minerals a special focus of
increase the percentage of recycled
The BMW Group already identified
its sustainability strategy
raw materials significantly by 2030
a number of raw materials and other
and use raw materials multiple times in a circular economy.
materials that were especially critical from a sustainability
This applies not only to their use in the vehicle, but also in
perspective in its materials strategy back in 2012. The BMW
value creation overall,” said Dr Andreas Wendt, member of
Group analyses the impact of these priority raw materials
the Board of Management of BMW AG
on the environment and society
responsible for Purchasing and Supplier
throughout the supply chain on an
Network. He added: “Every gram that
ongoing basis.
conserves natural resources and doesn’t
The conflict minerals tin, tantalum,
contribute to violations of environmental
tungsten and gold - also referred to by
and social standards counts.”
their initials as “3TG” - play a special
The European Union has already
role here. The BMW Group is aiming
implemented corresponding measures:
for full transparency for the 3TG supply
At the start of 2021, a new Conflict
chain and, together with its suppliers,
Minerals Regulation came into effect that
already achieved virtually 100%
tightens the rules for importing the four
traceability of the 3TG minerals used in
conflict minerals: Gold, tin, tantalum and
components and tools back in 2019.
tungsten.
The BMW Group is also working
to steadily increase the percentage of
Carbide tools are mainly made of tungsten and
Scrap turned into new tools
are used, for example, at the BMW Group plant certified smelting plants in the supply
Carbide tools are mainly made of
chain. The BMW Group’s conflict
in Steyr for the high-precision machining of
tungsten and are used, for example, at
minerals team offers suppliers training,
e-drive housings. The tools are usually resold
the BMW Group plant in Steyr for the highinformation and support in this area.
as scrap at the end of their useful life
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Hainbuch acquires

Vischer & Bolli Automation

H

ainbuch has acquired
Lindau-based Vischer
& Bolli Automation
expanding its range of
workpiece clamping devices
in the stationary field.
By acquiring the
German manufacturer of
high-precision workpiece
clamping equipment, the
company said it has not
only expanded its expertise
in the field of automation,
but now offers an even
wider range of stationary
workpiece clamping devices
including the zero-point
clamping system for a quick
change-over for 5-axis
clamping.
Hainbuch’s previous product portfolio for turning,
milling, EDM and grinding already covered a wide range of

workpieces. Now, since
the acquisition, the
Hainbuch Group is able to
offer custom solutions for
workpieces of up to 100
tons or 10 to 20 metres in
length, large-scale projects
like this have already been
completed. Thanks to
Vischer & Bolli Automation,
the range of stationary
devices has been
considerably extended.
Many stationary
clamping devices are
available from stock and
the modular design of
the zero-point clamping
system offer a wide range
of solutions using standard components, while specific
solutions can also be created in accordance with customer
requirements.

Digital platform launches first service

U

to compare prices on robots

ntil today, there has
been no easy way to
compare prices on
industrial robots and related
services and products,
but global robotics hub
HowToRobot.com is now
solving this issue.
The hub is launching
a service for companies
with robots to get offers on
anything from components
to maintenance, robot
programming, and training.
With several offers to hand,
businesses can for the first
time compare prices in an
easy way.
“We want to make it
easier and cheaper for businesses to have a robot,” says CEO
of HowToRobot.com, Søren Peters.
The new service allows customers to send out requests
to more than 15 000 suppliers of robot-related products
and services. As with similar digital platforms known from
other industries, HowToRobot.com solves a growing need for
connecting buyers and sellers in one place online.
“We’re making it easier for customers to find the right
suppliers and make sure they are paying a fair price,” said
Peters.
Many companies, for example, need to renegotiate
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service agreements
on their robots after a
certain period. By getting
comparable offers from
several suppliers, they
make sure to get the best
deal available on the
market.
It is the ambition
of HowToRobot.com
to change an industry
lacking transparency.
Currently, four out of
every five businesses
do not get offers from
more than one supplier
whenever they need
something for their
robot, research from

HowToRobot.com shows.
“Without several comparable offers on the table,
customers can’t know where to get the most favourable price
and terms,” Søren Peters says.
On HowToRobot.com, businesses can now send out a
request to suppliers for free in just a few minutes. Suppliers
then send offers including price quotations to the buyer and
the transaction is finalised on the platform.
“We want to make prices on the robot market transparent.
This will help businesses save on procurement expenses and
make it less of a hassle to have a robot,” Peters concluded.

Fanuc to supply Ford plant in
Cologne with 500 robots

A

utomation specialist and
industrial robot manufacturer
Fanuc has received another
major order in the field of e-mobility.
Scheduled for delivery in 2022, the
company will supply the Cologne,
Germany plant of Ford with
around 500 robots to assist in the
construction of electric car bodies.
The Ford manufacturing facility
in Cologne is currently undergoing
transition into the Ford Cologne
Electrification Center, a development
and production site for electric
vehicles that will serve the entire
European market.
In 2023, the carmaker expects
its first purely electric high-volume
passenger model to roll off the
plant’s production line. Ford has
also announced that it will only offer
battery-electric passenger cars in Europe from 2030.
“Fanuc has a lot of experience in robotics for e-mobility
applications,” said Ralf Winkelmann, managing director of
Fanuc Germany. “We are very pleased that we can accompany

Ford in this forward-looking
transformation.”
Headquartered in Japan,
Fanuc operates in more than 100
countries worldwide, providing
customers from a wide range
of industries with exceptionally
reliable customer service
internationally. “In the USA, Fanuc
has been working closely with Ford
for many years,” said Winkelmann.
“We are now expanding this
successful cooperation to Europe.”
Shinichi Tanzawa, CEO and
President of Fanuc Europe
Corporation is also pleased about
this progressive collaboration in
the field of e-mobility: “Our robots
are known for their reliability
and durability. Therefore, we are
convinced that they will contribute
to low downtime and maintenance costs at Ford’s Cologne
plant.”
For further details contact Fanuc South Africa on
011 392 3610 or sales@fanuc.co.za or visit www.fanuc.co.za

Mercedes-Benz to use green steel

in vehicles to reduce its carbon footprint

M

ercedes-Benz AG
is the first car
manufacturer to
take an equity stake in
Swedish start-up H2 Green
Steel (H2GS) as a way to
introduce CO2 free steel
into series production.
Together with its steel
suppliers, the company is
retooling its supply chain to
focus on the prevention and
reduction of CO2 emissions
rather than compensation.
The partnership with HSGS
is another step towards
CO2 neutrality, which
Mercedes-Benz is pursuing
as part of Ambition 2039,
its goal to achieve a fully
connected and CO2 neutral
vehicle fleet in 2039,
eleven years earlier than
the EU legislation requires.
“With an equity stake in
H2 Green Steel, Mercedes66 METALWORKING NEWS V 20.3 July 2021

Benz is sending an important
signal to accelerate change
in the steel industry and
increase the availability of
carbon-free steel. As a first
step, we are investing a
single-digit million amount.
As a preferred partner of
the start-up, we will be
launching green steel in
various vehicle models as
early as 2025,” says Markus
Schäfer, Member of the
Board of Management of
Daimler AG and MercedesBenz AG, responsible for
Daimler Group Research and
Mercedes-Benz Cars COO.
A Mercedes‑Benz sedan
is for example made from
about 50% steel, which
accounts for about 30% of
CO2 emissions in production.
With the partnership,
Mercedes-Benz is actively
and consistently tackling one 

of the biggest challenges in the automotive industry on the
road to CO2 neutrality.
CO2 free manufacturing technology
By using a new, innovate manufacturing process, the
production of steel at the supplier level is CO2 free. By
contrast, steel produced using a classic blast furnace, emits
an average of more than two tons of CO2 per ton. In the new
process, the supplier uses hydrogen and electricity from 100%
renewable energy sources instead of coking coal in steel
production. The hydrogen serves as a reduction gas, which
releases and
binds the oxygen
from the iron ore.
Unlike the use of
coking coal, this
does not produce
CO2, but water.
The supplier
uses electricity
from 100%
renewable sources
for the energy
requirements
generated in the
manufacturing
process.
Active
engagement for a
sustainable steel
supply chain
MercedesBenz and all its
steel suppliers
are working
consistently
to reduce CO2
emissions in the
steel supply chain
on the way to
producing green
steel. In addition,
the company is
committed to a
responsible steel
supply, relying on
the application
of recognised
standards and
robust certificates.
Mercedes-Benz is
a member of the
Responsible Steel
Initiative and is
actively involved in
the development
of a certifiable
sustainability
standard for the
steel industry. The
aim is to ensure
environmentally
friendly and
socially acceptable
steel production
along the entire
value chain.

About H2 Green Steel
H2 Green Steel (H2GS) was founded in 2020, aiming
to build a large-scale fossil-free steel production facility in
northern Sweden. H2GS will produce five million tons of
fossil-free steel by 2030. By doing this, the company will
contribute to the decarbonising of the European steel
industry, one of the largest carbon dioxide emitters.
H2GS will establish operations in Boden and Luleå.
The founder and largest shareholder is Vargas, which
is also co-founder and one of the largest shareholders
in Northvolt.
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Hexagon automates complex 6-axis
production of large, heavy parts to
improve operational efficiency
The new tools introduced in Hexagon’s EdgeCAM software focus on 6-axis machines.

N

ew computer aided manufacturing (CAM) technology
introduced by Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence
division makes it possible to efficiently use complex
6-axis milling machine tools to produce large parts for a variety
of industries and applications.
The specialist programming tools provide accurate
simulation and generate efficient 6-axis toolpaths to ensure
that the advanced machinery can be used to its full potential
for increased productivity.
The ability to machine components of any size in a single
operation increases efficiency, but it is especially beneficial
when machining large parts because it eliminates the need for
the labour-intensive repositioning of heavy and cumbersome
workpieces.
Ideal for cutting large components, 6-axis machine tools
are often used to produce parts that can measure three
metres or larger in diameter, including jet-engine containment
cases that ensure passenger safety or parts for the energy
and marine industries.
The new tools introduced in Hexagon’s EdgeCAM software
focus on 6-axis machines equipped with two rotary axes on
the head and one rotary table, where this sixth axis enables
milling tools to machine all sides of a large part, including
areas that are otherwise impossible to reach without
repositioning workpieces.
The new dedicated 6-axis tools provide greater toolpath
control and more accurate simulation of processes, reducing
the need for expert intervention on the shop floor, improving
the utilisation of advanced machinery, and avoiding the risk of
costly damage.
“The ability to perform seamless ‘one-and-done’
operations with 6-axis machinery enables manufacturers to
produce massive and often quite challenging components
without the burden of underutilised machinery or overreliance on expert intervention,” said Miguel Johann, product
and market manager, Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence
division. “You may have the most sophisticated machinery in
the world, but without software that can harness its strengths,
it can be very difficult – If not impossible – to reap its true
potential.”
5-axis milling
EdgeCAM improvements also provide greater flexibility for
5-axis milling by offering tools that allow CNC programmers
to select the level of automation they prefer when creating
toolpaths. Using these tools, CNC programmers can choose to
automate toolpath generation, manually create all toolpaths,
or generate toolpaths using a combination of automated and
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manual tools.
The ability to customise programming preferences
increases control over exactly how parts are machined,
helping users cut programming time on tasks that are simple
to automate and making it easier to work more closely with
complex toolpaths when needed.
Productivity is also improved with rough grooving operation
optimisation that eliminates unnecessary machine movement,
resulting in a reduction in cycle time of up to 60 per cent.
When enabled, the configuration ensures that the system will
recognise the shape of irregular stock when needed. By taking
the true shape of stock into account, the software helps
users to avoid the generation of surplus toolpaths that lead to
unproductive ‘air cutting’ when the programme is sent to the
machine tool.
EdgeCAM now makes it easier to execute helical toolpaths,
offering manufacturers tighter and more efficient machining
than is offered by the ramp approach, and opportunities to
extend tool life with smoother and less damaging operations.
Users need only define a minimum helix value for roughing
operations, then the software ensures parts are cut using a
helical tool pattern and the toolpath will not revert to a ramp
approach.
Computer performance optimisations also now
significantly reduce programming time, generating roughing
toolpaths two to three times faster than previous software for
both wireframe and solid models.
Waveform turning ensures that cutting tools maintain
constant engagement with material, as well as a constant
chip load to extend tool life, but can result in long NC code
programmes. A new option reduces the amount of numerical
control (NC) code generated by up to 75 per cent by
converting line segments into fitted arcs that require less NC
code to programme. Users benefit from smoother waveform
toolpaths and therefore machining, and faster executed code
that is also shorter so that it runs effectively on older machine
tools.
Interoperability with Hexagon’s CAM portfolio benefits
EdgeCAM users working with 3-axis milling operations.
They can now test and optimise programmes in Hexagon’s
NCSIMUL Essential machining simulation software. Full
machining assemblies, including tooling data, are imported
directly into NCSIMUL Essential, where the programmer
can dynamically interact with toolpath, identify code being
simulated, interrogate and measure workpieces, and compare
and analyse stock.
For further details contact Stillam CNC Programming
Solutions on TEL: 011 663 2600 or visit www.stillam.com

Precision grinding with Andor –
Innovative solutions for your application

B

ack in the day, some
of the first materials
to be ground were
metal substances and
wood. To grind these
particular materials,
quartz in combination
with sand and flint were
used. These were the first
type of abrasives utilised.
As time progressed, a lot
of engineering and grain
development was done to
produce abrasives to satisfy
industry demands.
In 1891 Edward
Acheson invented Silicon
Carbide, a hard grain in
composition, with very good
properties to cut or grind
materials with low tensile
strength such as tungsten carbide, glass and cast iron. Only
after silicon carbide was invented, fused aluminium oxide
came to the forefront, revolutionising the industry. Cutting or
grinding materials with high tensile strength such as high-alloy
steels was now possible and remained the key minerals used
in the production of abrasives up until the twentieth century.
As technology evolved around specific materials used by
the consumer, different types of fused aluminium oxide were
produced with white aluminium oxide being the purest and
most friable of the normal fused aluminium oxides. Initially
these grains were developed to create sharper cutting edges
during cutting and grinding applications. In the early 1970s
a new development of synthetics brought about aluminazirconia, a more friable and harder grain that brought the
overall grinding
performance to a
new level when used
in bonded wheels,
especially on materials
with high chrome
content.
In the early
1980s a new grain
Sol Gel ceramic
was developed. This
improved the industry
further by performing
even better compared
to normal fused
aluminium oxide,
and mostly due to
the significant selfsharpening properties
of the grain being even
more durable.
With time it was realised that combining a certain
percentage of ceramic grain with fused aluminium oxide in
the manufacturing of abrasives resulted in grinding wheels
with extremely high material removal rates and increased

tool life. Due to the selfsharpening properties
of ceramic grain both
exceptional stock removal
rates and cooler grinds
are achieved, making
it perfectly suited to
materials that are hard to
grind.
In the pursuit of
developing material
technology in order
to produce materials
with better mechanical
properties, such as parts
manufactured from
wear-resistant materials,
requires precision
abrasive products
that produces closer
tolerances with extended

product life.
As these wear-resistant parts are generally harder to grind,
it is essential to minimise heat input, as exposure to heat will
harden these parts even more, potentially causing it to crack.
Although a cooler grind is required, industry also requires
to grind these particular parts at a faster rate to reduce
overall production costs such as labour, electricity and
machine operating costs.
Development in the abrasive industry is continually
ongoing, not just on the manufacturing side with a lot more
variations in grain combinations to create the ideal grinding
wheel for with the defined cutting edge, but also with
significant development by machine producers to save on
production times.
“With our research
and development
team, we are able to
locally produce Andor
bonded precision
grinding wheels with
the latest technology
in sintered aluminium
oxide and ceramic
grain to support the
ever-changing market
conditions,” said a
Grinding Techniques
representative.
“Partnering with
Grinding Techniques,
will put your business
at the forefront
of cutting-edge
technology, cutting
down on unnecessary production time, load on machine and
making your company more competitive in the Global market.”
For further information contact Grinding Techniques on
TEL: 011 271 6400 or email info@grindtech.com or visit
www.grindtech.com
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Trumpf presents the new Trulaser
series 5000 with intelligent
assistance systems

M

achine tool specialist
Trumpf has equipped its
latest TruLaser Series
5000 laser cutting machines
with a TruDisk 12001 disk laser
with 12 kilowatts of laser power.
The new machines also
come with intelligent assistance
systems that increase feed
rates for medium and high
sheet thicknesses by up to 50%
compared to conventional laser
machines with a 10kW laser.
Higher feed rates mean
higher throughput, with these
new machines handling up to
20 per cent more sheets an
hour. The latest TruLaser Series 5000 machines come with
tried-and-tested features such as
Active Speed Control and BrightLine
Fiber, which lead to more reliable
processes and higher-quality parts in
both flame and fusion cutting.
Hendrik Meidert, product manager
for the TRUMPF TruLaser Series 5000,
explained what makes these new
machines so special: “Boosting feed
rates by increasing laser power saves
time in the cutting process, but that’s
only part of the equation.”
“For us, it’s equally important
to ensure that we increase sheet
throughput in order to improve the machine’s overall
productivity. The key here is to reduce non-productive time or

eliminate it altogether.”
“It is not uncommon for
problems to arise that slow
down or stop the production
process, especially when
cutting thick mild steel. There
are plenty of factors that might
bring the cutting process to
a halt, including dirty sheet
surfaces, low-quality materials
and variations in thickness
between different sheets. This
can lead to wasted time and
materials.”
“The higher the laser
power and productivity of your
machine, the more of an impact it will have when something
goes wrong and your machine comes to a
standstill. Intelligent assistance systems
can prevent those problems from occurring.
That’s why we offer functions designed
to make dynamic cutting more reliable,
especially for high-speed systems such as
our TruLaser Series 5000 machines,” said
Meidert.
Trumpf’s intelligent assistance systems
have already proved their worth in machines
with 10kWs of laser power and all of them
are now also available for TruLaser Series
5000 machines with 12 kilowatts of laser
power.
For further details contact Retecon on
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

Kennametal introduces HiPACS

for aerospace fastener hole drilling and
countersinking in one step

K

High-precision tool achieves tight tolerances in one operation and significantly
reduces cost per hole in aerospace applications.

ennametal has introduced the HiPACS drilling and
countersinking system for aerospace fastener holes.
Designed to drill and chamfer holes in one operation, the
high-precision tool meets the aerospace industry’s stringent
accuracy requirements, while delivering increased tool life in
machining composite, titanium and aluminium aircraft skins.
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“Most fastener hole tools used today are complex
made-to-order tools with long lead-times,” says Georg Roth,
Product Manager, Kennametal. “HiPACS uses standard, offthe-shelf components for quick delivery and low-cost per
hole, by allowing the drill and chamfer insert to be indexed
independently from one another. What’s more, it’s the only



a standard hydraulic chuck, the HiPACS modular system
consists of three components that are fast and easy to
assemble:
• A reducer sleeve with a built-in high-precision pocket
seat. In conjunction with a standard hydraulic chuck, this
component provides ultra-secure clamping and a runout of
no more than 3µm, significantly increasing tool life and hole
quality
• A PCD countersinking insert. This eliminates the need
for expensive custom solution step drills, reducing
manufacturing costs while meeting the industry’s accuracy
requirements
• The two series of solid carbide drills, both diamond-coated
and PCD-tipped, cover all material combinations found
in a typical aerospace assembly. In addition, the straight
shanked tools allow for length adjustments in increments of
10mm
The new HiPACS drilling and countersinking system can
be utilised on all machines typically used for
aerospace applications. In less stable conditions
such as robot end effectors, the diamondcoated carbide drills offer excellent tool life
indexable drilling and countersinking system on the
and hole quality. PCD-tipped drills, on the other
market that can hold the aerospace industry’s required
hand, excel in stable conditions such as gantry
fastener hole chamfer tolerances in just one
machines. With an industry standard interface,
operation.”
HiPACS can be utilised on any CNC machine, and is
suitable for a variety of drilling and countersinking
Three simple components
applications.
eliminate the need for custom
For more information contact Kennametal
HiPACS system utilises standard PCD-tipped South Africa on TEL: 011 748 9300 or visit
tooling
or diamond-coated solid carbide drills
Designed to be clamped in
www.kennametal.com
Kennametal’s HiPACS is a cost effective and easy to assemble
system comprised of three components: A reducer sleeve,
countersinking insert and solid carbide drill. The system works
with any standard hydraulic chuck

Widia introduces M8065HD indexable
milling platform for heavy roughing

N

ew platform offers reduced set up times and inventory
costs by utilising one tool for multiple operations when
milling steel and cast iron.
Widia has released the M8065HD indexable milling
platform for heavy-duty milling operations in steel and cast
iron materials.
Designed with eight cutting edges and
extra wide chip gashes, the M8065HD
is capable of achieving deep depths of
cuts while producing high metal removal
rates during face and shoulder milling
applications.
“Face milling is one of the most
common machining operations, so we
designed a versatile and cost-effective
solution that delivers substantial
improvements in metal removal rates
in steel and cast iron for our customers,” said Christine
Schneider, Widia senior global portfolio manager.
“The M8065HD represents a turnkey solution for general
engineering, energy and automotive customers who want to
reduce their face milling tooling inventory and increase their
machining outputs.”
Engineered with a 65 degree approach angle with a
6.35mm thick insert, the M8065HD has one universal insert

geometry in three versatile grades: WP35CM, WK15CM and
WU20PM.
The WP35CM grade targets all types of steels, while
the WK15CM grade is designed for cast iron materials and
performs best in dry applications but can also be used in wet
conditions. The universal WU20PM grade
can be used for the machining of steel,
stainless steel and high-temperature
alloys in both dry and wet applications.
All insert grades are designed with a
2.37mm wiper facet to provide superior
reliability and surface finish. These
key design features coupled with eight
cutting edge inserts enable customers to
reduce overall machine set up times and
inventory costs by utilising one tool for
multiple operations.
M8065HD indexable milling cutters are available in nine
metric diameter ranges between 50mm and 315mm and
three insert geometries. Orders for the M8065HD bodies and
inserts as well as other Widia metal cutting tooling can be
placed through WIDIA authorised distribution partners.
For more information contact Widatech on
TEL: 011 450 2108, email: info@widatech.co.za or
visit www.widatech.co.za
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Mazak’s new QTE turning center
Series: First machines to be
equipped with SmoothEz, the
latest generation of Mazatrol CNC

A

new easy-to-use turning center with a revolutionary CNC
for simple setup, operation and programming has been
launched by Mazak. The new QTE Series of high-speed,
high-accuracy CNC turning centers from Mazak are the first
machines to be equipped with SmoothEz, the latest generation
of Mazatrol CNC.
Mazatrol SmoothEz CNC combines three easy features
– Ez Machining, Ez Operation and Ez Setup – to deliver
outstanding productivity, accuracy and, in turn, profitability.
Ez Machining offers machine users high-speed, highaccuracy machining with thermal compensation control,
delivered by Mazak’s Thermal Shield, to maximise accuracy by
automatically compensating for temperature changes in the
machining area.
Ez Operation includes Quick Mazatrol for fast
conversational programming with a 15″ touch screen and
intuitive operating system that can be customised according
to the operator’s preference.
By integrating Mazak’s Smooth CAM Ai and Mazatrol Twins
a virtual copy of the machine can be replicated in the office
for enhanced setup. Collective management of machine data
is synchronised between the factory and office with Smooth
Project Manager to conveniently manage data required
to execute machining programmes, including tool data,
workholding, system coordination, parameters and workpiece
3D models.
Additionally, Smooth CAM Ai can dramatically reduce
programming time with Solid Mazatrol to automatically
generate a programme from a 3D model using AI deeplearning to determine the optimal process from past
programmes.
The simple and compact QTE Series, which is

A

manufactured in Mazak’s Singapore factory, is designed to fit
into even the smallest machine shop, but with no compromise
on power.
The QTE Series is equipped with a powerful 5 000rpm
built-in spindle motor that is capable of ultra-high-speed
acceleration and deceleration delivering high-efficiency, highaccuracy machining.
Since there is no loss of power through mechanical
transmission, the built-in motor delivers more power during
cutting, while vibration is minimised during high-speed
operation to ensure exceptional surface finishes and
maximum tool life.
Two turret selections are available with a 12-position drum
turret as standard and an 8-position turret as an option. Each
utilise a 25mm turning tool shank size.
The QTE Series also comes equipped with an NC tailstock,
providing support for the workpiece during the machining
process, to improve accuracy and workpiece finish. The
tailstock is controlled by servo motor and ball screw, a method
that is much superior to manual carriage movement or
hydraulic / pneumatic positioning.
In addition, the QTE has a tool eye as an option for
automatic tool measurement and in-cycle tool breakage.
This helps the machine to further enhance productivity and
profitability by reducing tool setup time.
The QTE is also equipped with a number of environmentally-friendly and cost-saving measures, including automatically
turning off the machine work light and backlight if no operator
is present and also the option of automatic chip conveyor stop
when the machine is not operating.
For further details contact Hi-Tech Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 608 0088 or visit www.hitech.co.za

12kW power added to Amada Ensis
fiber laser cutting machines

mada has released
its latest high-power
fiber laser cutting
machine, the Ensis-AJ 12kW,
which adds to the currently
available 3kW, 6kW and 9kW
versions.
The Ensis fiber lasers are
aimed at any manufacturer
needing fast piercing and
cutting across a wide range
of materials. The new 12kW
Ensis incorporates all the features of the 6 and 9kW versions,
such as Amada’s original Variable Beam Control and Auto
Collimation technologies, as well as the in-house designed
and developed fiber laser engine.
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For the 12kW version, 3
x 4kW diode modules, the
highest power, single module yet
produced by Amada, are utilised
to ensure a very high beam
quality is maintained for faster
cutting speeds. It also opens
new avenues for thicker mild
steel processing with nitrogen,
up to 15mm. The new ECO
WACS system for thick mild steel
processing with oxygen further
enhances the overall package.
The new 12kW Amada Ensis-AJ fiber laser has been
specifically developed to enhance the already high
performances of the existing 3kW to 9kW versions that are 

currently available.
The 3kW version was already able to process 25mm mild
steel. The 12kW simply takes this to a new level with the
addition of the new ECO WACS function. WACS (Water Assisted
Cutting System) has been standard on the fully featured EnsisAJ fiber lasers since the original launch in 2014 and allows
very high-quality oxygen processing of thick mild steel.
ECO Cut was used for lower thickness oxygen processing
(10mm to 15mm), for speed increases and running cost
reductions. Now, ECO WACS combines both these features to
allow very thick mild steel processing with an extremely high
edge quality and improved bevel angle, whilst maintaining fast
cutting and piercing capabilities.
Higher power also brings the advantage of processing
thicker mild steel with nitrogen to give an oxide free cutting
edge. The 12kW Ensis-AJ can now process up to 15mm
mild steel with nitrogen and utilises Amada’s Clean Fast Cut
(CFC) process to increase cutting speeds and reduce gas
consumption by up to 70% compared with standard nitrogen
processing. This opens new opportunities for customers in the
construction, agricultural and yellow goods markets. These
significantly higher cutting speeds compared to oxygen result
in quicker deliveries for the end user.
Central to the advanced capability of Ensis-AJ fiber lasers
is Amada’s Variable Beam Control technology, whereby the
laser beam mode is automatically adapted to deliver stable
cutting across all material types and thicknesses. Variable
Beam Control can also change instantly between a high-power
density beam for piercing and a high-speed, high-quality beam
for cutting, thus reducing cycle time. Regards set-up times,
only a single lens is required to process thin-to-thick materials,

helping to maximise machine uptime and eliminate costly
operator errors.
Amada’s Auto Collimation technology is a further stand-out
feature of the higher power Ensis fiber lasers as it delivers
unrivalled beam diameter and focus-point control for the
highest cutting speeds and surface quality, reducing the need
for secondary finishing operations. Auto Collimation also
produces a wider cut kerf on thicker materials, making for
easier part removal from the sheet to reduce handling time.
“By combining Amada’s well proven Variable Beam
Control technology, which we have used since 2014, our
Auto Collimation technology and 12kW of power, the latest
high-power Ensis model gives new and existing customers
a significant advantage in a competitive market,” said Matt
Wood, senior product manager at Amada Europe. “In fact,
25mm mild steel can be pierced in as little as 1 second on
the 12kW version, saving significant processing time.”
Ease-of-use is facilitated by AMADA’s intuitive AMNC 3i
controller, while reliable production is assured thanks to
functionality such as the 16-station automatic nozzle changer.
The ASF-EU / ASLUL tower systems will automatically load
and unload sheets, offering a very fast sheet changeover
time of less than 90 seconds (for the ASF-EU). Also available
is the TK EU part-picking system for the automatic collection,
sorting and stacking of laser-cut parts without interrupting the
machine. The 2nd Output Station allows operators to unload
parts and skeletons from three sides of the cutting pallet as
well as introducing a 3rd cutting pallet into the system for
even greater flexibility and productivity.
For further details contact Amada JHB South Africa on
TEL: 011 453 5459 or www.amada.com

New thread mills from Gühring

W

hen it comes to hole making and threading, Gühring
is an industry leader with a wide, extensive product
portfolio.
Now, the product range has been expanded with the
arrival of the MTMH3-Z. An expansion of
the Drifter series of thread mills, the new
MTMH3-Z Drifter helical drilling thread mill
demonstrates impressive performance levels
when processing materials up to 66HRc.
Combining core drilling and threading in
a single operation, the new addition delivers
excellent machining results and process
reliability when wet or dry cutting all material
types. With two oil grooves on the shaft to
provide optimum cooling with cutting fluid
or air, the range also has a left-hand cutting
geometry that stabilises performance during
climb milling. This is complemented by a finegrain high-performance carbide composition
that offers stability and high performance.
The carbide is characterised by its high
hardness and is optimally suited for hard
machining. Supplementing this is Gühring’s
special temperature resistant TiSiN coating
that prolongs tool life and performance whilst
making wet, as well as dry machining possible. Furthermore,
the MTMH3-Z Drifter incorporates a special face geometry
with hollow grinding and this generates process-safe core
hole drilling and thread milling possible in almost all material
types.
With a shank diameter from 3mm to 12mm and a neck

relief from 5mm to 40mm, the new thread milling series is
suitable for creating threads from M2 to M16 on a material
range that includes all steels and stainless, Duplex, cast and
graphite iron, aluminium and titanium alloys. Suitable for
drilling and threading holes up to 2.5xD in
a single operation, the MTMH3-Z Drifter can
drastically reduce set-ups, cycle times, tool
inventory and costs for end-users.
CNC Guhro thread mill software
To simplify the process further, Gühring
has also developed its CNC Guhro thread mill
software that is free to download for Gühring
customers.
This innovative software enables users to
specify the thread data by selecting from all
current thread standards and then inputting
the material to be machined. At this stage, the
software provides the optimal parameters.
The software also allows users to record
the CNC data according to their required
milling strategies and parameters. From here,
users receive the desired CNC programming
code and datasheets. The user simply
has to import the programming data that
is automatically recognised in CNC control units such as
Siemens Sinumerik, Heidenhain, Fanuc, Philips, Mazatrol or
Hurco.
For further details contact Gühring Cutting Tools South
Africa on TEL: 087 015 0200 or 041 372 2047 or visit
www.guhring.com
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The latest addition to the Fanuc tabletop robot family has a 14kg payload

F

anuc, a leading supplier
of CNCs, robotics, and
Robomachines has introduced
the LR Mate 200iD/14L, the tenth
model variation of the popular LR
Mate series of tabletop industrial
robots. Since the LR Mate series
was launched nearly 30 years
ago, it has become one of Fanuc’s
biggest sellers, with over 70 000
units installed across the globe.
The popularity of the LR Mate
robot series is due to Fanuc’s
world-renowned reliability along
with a number of unique features including its lightweight,
tabletop size, which is often compared to the size of a
person’s arm. In addition, the LR Mate can process or handle
parts weighing up to 14kg in the automotive, e-commerce
and warehousing, food and beverage, medical device,
pharmaceutical, and many other industries. 10 models
include clean room and wash proof versions, each with
various wrist speeds and reaches to accommodate even the
most limited workspace.

The LR Mate was introduced in
1992, and has been deployed in a
variety of traditional manufacturing
and service applications. Some
of the most interesting things the
robot has been seen to do include
serving coffee, fulfilling orders in
retail stores, and even preparing
fast foods.
LR Mate 200iD Robots
The LR Mate 200iD robots offer
a ‘best in class’ work envelope
for both upright and invert mount
installations. The LR Mate 200iD robot series also offers an
ISO Class 4 clean room/food-grade variant for food handling
and healthcare packaging applications.
These small tabletop robots can be equipped with a
variety of intelligent features including robot vision and force
sensing functionality for even higher levels of accuracy and
productivity.
For further details contact Fanuc South Africa on
011 392 3610 or sales@fanuc.co.za or visit www.fanuc.co.za

Deburring, perfect finishing
or heavy slag removal with
Timesavers

F

irst Cut has recently added the costeffective and efficient Timesavers
22RB series wide rotary brush
machine to its portfolio of products that
it markets. The 22RB, manufactured by
Dutch deburring and finishing company
Timesavers International is the most
compact, affordable model in the range.
It is ideally suited for deburring, edge
rounding, finishing and laser oxide removal
of various sheet metal parts.
The 22RB series is suitable for the
dry finishing and deburring of metal. This versatile machine
is available in three nominal widths: 900mm, 1 050mm and
1 280mm. In total, three attachments
can be used with the machine for several
applications.
Deburring and perfect finishing or heavy
slag removal
By combining an abrasive belt and
a brush, products can be deburred and
finished in one pass. The machine is
designed for deburring, edge breaking and
finishing of laser cut parts with low user
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costs. The multi-disc head with six rotating
deburring discs creates round edges and
great finishes.
For the slag removal from plasma and
flame cut steel parts, Timesavers developed
the Hammerhead. As an option, the
machine can have a wide belt grinding head
behind the Hammerhead for edge breaking
and further deburring.
Constant results thanks to smart
software and sensors
The machine is equipped with Siemens PLC and HMI,
allowing the process and parameters to be adjusted
automatically. Unique in this machine
segment is that the 22 RB series is suitable
for the use of Cobots and integration in
an Industry 4.0 / Smart Industry software
platform.
The machine is ideal for companies
with a smaller capacity requirement, but
still requiring the popular features of the
Timesavers 32 and 42 series.
For further details contact First Cut on
TEL: 011 614 1112 or visit www.firstcut.co.za

Open Mind releases hyperMILL
version 2021.2
Automated solution generation ensures axis limits are not overrun.

T

he 2021.2 Version of the
application also improves
hyperMILL® CAD/CAM
the metallurgical properties
suite provides ease of use,
of the applied material. The
improved machining strategies
rework machining of additively
and a range of options for data
manufactured components is
communication. The latest
an important application of
version leads the way when
the new hyperMILL Best Fit
it comes to programming and
function.
machining (from 2.5D to 5-axis
simultaneous).
Component alignment at
It has also supported additive
the touch of a button
manufacturing for a long time,
Open Mind is revolutionising
and with the new version,
work preparation in machining
the advancement of additive
operations with hyperMILL
manufacturing continues even
Best Fit. Instead of having to
further.
manually align the stock in the
Several new features in
clamping to the NC programme,
Version 2021.2 enhance
the hyperMILL CAM system
machining when finishing 3D
aligns the NC programme
shapes. For example, the sorting
automatically to the component
of toolpaths has been optimised,
position. The new function
reducing retractions and creating
takes full advantage of the
more homogeneous toolpaths.
options offered by the virtual
3D Z-Level Finishing – machining with free tool geometry
Additionally, the ‘Smooth
machine in the CAM programme
overlap’ function allows toolpaths
and communication with a
to overlap beyond their boundaries, this ensures transition5-axis machining centre using 3D measurements to eliminate
free machining. The ‘Trim toolpath to stock’ option avoids
the uncertainty that comes with manual alignment.
unnecessary toolpaths, and a free tool geometry can now also
be used for the calculation and simulation of toolpaths.
CAD for CAM users
With hyperCAD-S, Open Mind provides its own CAD
NC code-based machine simulation
programme in its product suite that is tailored to the needs of
hyperMILL Virtual Machining enables simulation and
CAM programmers. Important innovations include additional
analysis with maximum precision, as it works with the real NC
file formats for import and export. The new hyperCAD-S
codes. Two of the most important enhancements in Version
version offers three additional formats for file imports: SAT as
2021.2 are that violations of the axis limitations are detected,
standard ACIS text and OBJ and 3MF for importing mesh data.
and movement sequences are optimised accordingly.
The creation of electrodes has been improved by the
To do this, the Optimiser tool can break G1 toolpaths, find
optimised selection of the raw material and the hyperCAD-S
a new mate within the axis limits, and continue machining.
Electrode Converter can be used to create import files for the
Here, the approach and retract movements are smoothly
following eroding machines or software. This includes Exoprog
linked to the toolpaths and checked for collisions. This
(Exeron), Alphamoduli (Zimmer and Kreim), PowerSpark
ensures that the axis limits are
Editor and Multiprog (OPSnot overrun.
INGERSOLL).
A small but subtle change
CAM for 3D printing
is provided by the visualisation
hyperMILL Additive
options. For example, the used
Manufacturing has been
stock can be made visible
extended to include ‘Weave
for each job via the shortcut
mode’ in the current release.
menu. Also, the display of
Here, a toolpath in a waveentities used in a job, such as
shape or zigzag movement is
curves, faces or points, can
generated to apply material
now be switched on and off
to contours or fill areas.
simply at the touch of a button
This allows the application
when the entities are selected.
area to be widened and the
For further details contact
thickness to be increased
Hi-Tech Machine Tools on
for the individual application
TEL: 011 608 0088 or visit
Automated solution generation ensures axis
movement. The continuous
www.hitech.co.za
limits are not overrun
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